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SJSU
 
moves
 
harassment
 
investigations  
Sexual 
abuse  cases 
moved  
to 
affirmative
 action 
office  
By Frank
 Michael 
Russell 
Daily 
staff writer
 
SJSt ' 
students
 and 
employ  ccs  
who 
believe 
they 'se
 been sexualk ha-
rassed  must now 
take  their complaints
 
to a different
 office. 
President  Gail Fullerton has 
moved  authority for 
investigating  
set. - 
ual harassment 
complaints Irom the 
ombudsman's and 
the faculty affairs 
offices to the 
Office  of Equal 
Employ-
ment Opportunity and Affirmative 
Ac-
tion. effecti, c Oct. 10. 
Most federal and state laws indi-
cated 
the
 rcsponsihilits 
belonged  in 
that office, Fullerton
 said at her Oct. 8 
news 
conference. 
"The procedures
 are essentially 
identical to the ones we've had lor 
some 
time...
 
Fullerton
 
said. 
The only
 change is
 
a ho 
will be 
investigating sexual harassment
 com-
plaints, she said. 
That 
person is Beverly Miles.
 for-
merly 
a grant development
 officer for
 
the SJSU 
Foundation.  She 
was
 ap-
pointed assistant director of equal em-
ployment opportunity and affirmative 
action 
as 
of 
Oct.
 
In. 
Sexual harassment concerns 
are  
only a small part
 of the position,
 with 
work in hiring 
procedures  and other af-
firmative action areas also involved.
 
Miles
 said. 
Charges
 of 
sexual
 
harassment  be-
tween students and faculty 
members  
can cause a 
great  amount of stress and 
have career implications. said SJSU 
Ombudsman Si
 Saffold. 
Instances
 
of sc., 
nal  harassment 
can cause 
losses in an 
orgamiai  it 71 `. 
product 
is 
it  said Samuel Henry
 di-
rector of equal 
employment  opportu-
nity and affirmative action 
"Sexual harassment is 
a serious 
work -place
 
issue:* Henry said. 
The  ombudsman's 
of
 flee has 
in-
estigated 
four or fi e se v ual ha-
rassment  cases per 
year. Sal 
told
 said 
While 
that  number may. 
seem
 
low, it 
represents  a great 
demand  on 
the university's resources, he said. 
Sexual harassment cases "require 
a significant amount
 of time to conduct 
a 
thorough  and 
complete  investiga-
tion,'
  
Saffold  said. 
Other students may he involved 
in instances 
of harassment, 
choosing  
Iii
 deal 
with
 the problem 
without  re-
porting it to 
the university,  he said.
 
Henry agreed
 that 
numbers  don't 
necessarily reflect the issue. 
'Ev  en if there's one case,
 that 
shows there's 
a problem.'' he said. 
The Academic Senate unani-
mously reconunended at its Oct. 6 
meeting that staff and faculty educate 
themselves about the university's sex-
ual harassment 
policies by reading 
Fullerton',  
revised 
procedures 
and  at-
tending
 
workshops. 
SJSL ''s 
personnel
 office  will
 01 lei 
training 
workshops
 on the issue in 
Jan-
uary.. Henry
 said. 
Henry 
said
 sexual harassment has 
been defined as an act 
of
 sexual dis-
crimination. 
The univ 
ersity's  new 
procedures  
See HARASSMENT. 
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Honig 
to address 
teacher 
shortage
 
By 
Paula  Ray 
Christiansen
 
Daily staff writer 
By 1991 there 
will
 he more than 6 
million students enrolled in Califor-
nia's primary and secondary
 schools, 
requiring an additional 
85,(NJ0
 teach-
ers. 
according  to the state Board of Ed-
ucation.  
In an effort
 to attract more stu-
dents to the teaching profession. Bill 
Honig, state superintendent of public 
instruction,
 
will v 
isit  
each of the
 19 
California  State 
Uni,er,ii)
 
campuses
 
in the next 
few months. 
On Friday, 
Honig will meet with 
SJSU faculty and students in open 
panel discussions, said 
Consuelo Ro-
driguez, associate dean
 of educational 
equity and student affirmative action. 
The topic of the open 
session
 for 
students, to be held in Science Build-
ing. Room 142, 
at 11:30 a.m., is 
"Why I Became a 
Teacher" and 
"Your  Future in Education." 
There  will
 also be 
an informal
 
discussion  
session 
open to 
faculty 
and 
administrators
 in the 
University
 Room 
To draw more
 students 
to teaching, the 
state 
schools chief will visit 
all 19 
CSU  schools. 
from
 3 to 4 p.m. This 
session
 will help 
faculty
 pinpoint what they can do to 
influence the 
improvement  of 
Califor-
nia's 
teaching  profession and
 to attract 
students to the 
vocation.  Rodriguez 
said.
 
"We 
need faculty and 
students to 
attend these sessions,
 we hope to see 
as many as 
possible."  
Rodriguez
 said. 
The 
student
 panel discussion with 
Honig is for
 anyone interested
 in tea-
ching, 
especially  "uncommitted stu-
dents"  those who have 
not yet 
committed 
themselves  to any 
partic-
ular credential, Rodriguez
 said. 
Three mentor 
teachers  will share 
See 
HONIG,
 
page
 5 
Drama sale offers
 
costume
 selection 
By Sue Klyabu 
Daily  staff writer 
It looked as if Imelda Marcos 
went 
on a wild shopping spree. 
Clothes  
and costumes
 from the 
various productions of the drama de-
partment were scattered across the 
floor, makeup tables, couches and also 
on conventional racks for the annual 
costume
 
rummage  sale in 
Room 
136 of 
Hugh 
Gillis  
Hall.  
Part  of a "road 
warrior"  costume 
used
 
in 
the SJSU
 drama department 
production
 of 
"Antigone."  a  
torn
 and 
tattered
 
straw  
cowboy  hat, 
bloomers,  
dresses,
 
shirts
 and jackets are all 
items  
which
 
went
 on sale yesterday
 and 
will 
continue today in 
the Green Room of 
Hugh Gillis Hall. 
All of 
the costumes cost 
between  
$2.50 and $5
 and are restocked daily.
 
said Eliza Chugg, 
costume  technician. 
The sale begins at 10:30 a.m. 
to
 
12:30 p.m. and
 continues from 1:30 to 
4 p.m. 
Proceeds from the sale 
will bene-
fit 
two actors' groups. United States 
Institute of 
Theater  Technology and 
Players. USITT is a student chapter of 
a professional organization, while 
Players is more of a 
social club.
 Chugg 
said.
 
See
 RUMMAGE SALE, page 5 
Bradley
 
skewers
 
governor
 
for 
skimping  
on
 
scholastics
 
Gubernatorial candidate
 
Torn  Bradley 
spoke 
to a 
crowd
 crf about
 700 in 
the  Student 
Union 
Amphi-
an
 
sep 
 iai
 y 
sta  photographer 
theatre yesterday. According
 to the Field Poll, the 
A. mayor is trailing his opponent by IS points. 
By Dan Kier 
Daily staff writer 
Gubernatorial
 candidate Tom 
Bradley 
asserting 
education
 is a 
right not a privilege for
 California', 
children 
told
 
about 700 SJSU 
stu-
dents yesterday the 
state is flunking 
out.
 
"I want 
to see a day when 
every child can live out his 
dreams 
and live the life 
he
 wants," Los An-
geles Mayor Bradley said. "I 
am a 
living, standing
 example of someone 
who 
has fulfilled his 
dreams.  
Bradley.  who spoke 
for IS min-
utes in the Student 
Union  Amphi-
theatre, said his opponent,
 Gov. 
George 
Deukmejian. is 
ignoring  ed-
ucation.
 
The
 1980 Democratic
 guberna-
torial candidate, 
who trails the Re-
publican governor by 
15 points in 
the 
latest Field Poll, said 
he's
 con-
cerned 
with  California's crowded 
classrooms. 
Nationally, the
 average class-
room
 has 18 students. 
while  Califor-
nia classes have 
34. making the 
state's schoolrooms the most 
crowded
 in the nation. Bradley said. 
California, the third 
largest  
state. ranks 27th in the country in 
terms of per capita support for 
edu-
cation, the candidate added. 
"I know the 
importance  of edu-
cation," Bradley said. "I ant ap-
palled by the drop -out rate that now 
exists in our schools  one-third of 
our students
 are dropping out before 
they finish high school.
 
"They will not he productis 
cii  
our society, 
and  the rest of us will 
have
 to bear that 
burden."  
A Deukmejian aide disputed 
Bradley's 
accusation, noting that
 in 
1483
 the governor 
signed
 SB813. an 
education 
reform  bill. 
The "landmark"
 Heart 
and 
Hughes bill earmarks 
55
 percent.  
$16.9
 billion, 
of the state 
budget  
for
 
education, said Donna
 Lipper. the 
deputy 
spokeswoman  for 
the  Deuk-
mejian campaign. 
The funds 
are being used 
to 
start 
educational  
programs,
 update 
textbooks, begin
 a mentor 
program
 
plus 
provide a 30
-percent  increase
 in 
teachers'  wages 
over
 a three-year 
period. 
Lipper said. 
James Fulton,
 manager of the 
See 
BRADLEY  . 
pew('  5 
A.S.
 
board
 
of 
directors
 
searches
 
for
 
students
 
to
 
fill
 two 
vacancies
  
By Andy Bird 
Daily staff writer 
The Associated Students
 
is 
still
 
looking
 for a 
few good 
directors.
 
Just as the board
 
appointed
 a 
new director of 
communications,  a 
position that had 
been vacant for 
five months,  the director 
of 
ethnic  
affairs
 resigned. 
In addition,
 the prime
 candidate
 for the 
director  
of business affairs 
--
 a 
position  
that
 
nobody
 seems 
to want  withdrew
 her 
application.
 
"We 
were outbid
 by Merrill
 Lynch." 
said  A.S. 
President 
Tom Boothe.
 explaining 
that  the most 
qualified 
applicant  
opted  
to 
accept
 a 
finance in-
ternship
 instead 
of the business
 affairs  
position.  
David 
Ortiz,  
who
 stepped 
down as 
director 
of 
ethnic 
affairs a 
week 
ago,
 said he 
wasn't 
satisfied  
with his own
 performance. 
"I
 think 
somebody
 else 
could do 
a better
 job," 
Ortiz said. 
Ortiz said
 his electrical 
engineering  major is 
so 
demanding that 
he
 can't handle the 
responsibility  of 
being 
an A.S. 
director.
 
"It's too 
much for
 one 
person
 to do while tak-
ing 
a full 
class  load 
and 
working  at 
the same
 time," 
Ortiz  said. 
Ortiz
 
doesn't
 
want  
anything
 to 
delay  
his  
grad-
uation,
 said
 
Boothe.
 who
 
announced
 
Ortiz's
 resigna-
tion
 at the
 board
 
meeting
 a 
week  
ago.
 
 'I 
demand
 a lot
 from 
this 
board,"  
Boothe
 said,
 
"and 
this 
board  
demands
 a lot 
from 
itself." 
The 
director
 of 
business
 
affairs
 
position  
has 
been 
vacant  
since 
the 
board  
of
 
directors
 
released  
Don
 
O'Grady
 
for  
missing
 
four
 
consecutive
 meet-
ings.
 
Unfortunately
 for the 
AS., because
 of the 
loss
 
of the
 prime candidate,
 the selection 
process must 
start all over 
again, and 
applicants  for 
the
 position 
are 
few.  
"I can't believe nobody is interested in the po-
David 
Ortiz, former
 
Associated
 Students director ot 
ethnic
 affairs, 
said
 his 
electrical engineering 
major  is 
so demanding that he can't 
handle the 
responsibility  of 
being an A.S. 
director.
 Ortiz, 
who resigned
 from the position 
one week ago, doesn't want 
anything to 
delay his 
graduation.
 
sition," said Victoria Johnson. 
A.S. director of per-
sonnel.
 
"I thought we would he deluged 
with applica-
tions. 
While 
the A.S.  
was  overwhelmed  by applica-
tions for the director of communications position, 
Johnson said, fewer than 10 students applied for di-
rector of business affairs. 
"It's a great 
opportunity  
for 
someone,"
 
John-
son said, "I wish I could do 
both  jobs." 
The director of business affairs serves as the 
chief fiscal officer for the AS., Boothe said, and 
must like to work with budgets. 
The A.S. is accepting 
applications
 for both po-
sitions at its office on the third floor of 
the  Student 
Union.
 
Qualified 
applicants  are 
interviewed  
by the per-
sonnel selection
 committee, which
 
narrows the 
field
 
to three. 
The A.S. president 
then  selects one 
candidate
 
for  recommendation to the board
 of directors, which 
must ratify the appointee by a two-thirds vote. 
The 
board appointed Cheryl
 Macaraeg director 
of 
communications during a closed session of 
its 
Oct. 8 
meeting.  
Macaraeg is a senior majoring in advertising. 
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Issue: 
New 
NCAA  
academic 
requirements
 
Pro 
Athletes
 will 
benefit  from new rules 
The 
National  
Collegiate  
Athletic  
Association
 did 
the  
right thing
 by enacting
 tougher
 academic 
requirements
 for 
college
 athletes. 
Until student
 athletes 
feel obligated
 to take 
their
 studies 
as seriously
 as they 
do their 
play, those 
who 
don't 
go
 into 
professional  
sports
 or end 
up
 having 
their  pro 
fessional  
careers
 cut short
 will continue
 to pay 
the  price for 
athletes 
as a %%
 
hole. 
The most 
significant  
part  of the 
NCAA  reforms
 re 
quires the 
incoming 
freshman  
athlete
 to have a 
"C" aver 
age in 
I I high 
school  core 
courses  and a 
combined 
Scholas-
tic Aptitude
 Test 
score  of 
700.  These 
are not  
overly  
demanding 
standards,
 but they 
are 
challenging
 
enough
 to 
prepare
 athletes
 for the 
rigors  of 
college
 work 
while  they 
are
 
still 
in
 high school. 
Without
 such 
standards,  it's 
(iv easy 
for  an 
athlete
 to 
be
 brought 
onto  a campus
 for his 
sporting  finesse 
and then 
spoon fed 
just 
enough
 academics
 to keep hint 
eligible  
for
 his 
sport.
 
When  this 
happens.  the 
athlete  is 
kept
 from 
becoming  
a student.
 Instead, he 
is being used
 for what he 
can do on 
the 
outside chance
 that he 
will  be able to 
market it 
when
 his 
college  years are 
finished.  
Completely  
enveloped  by 
sports, the 
athlete 
generally  
does
 not grasp 
the concept
 of a degree
 as the 
goal
 of attend-
ing college.
 A survey
 of student
 athletes 
entering 
college  in 
1977 found
 that 
only  47 
percent  had 
graduated 
after six 
years.
 
Such athletic
 tunnel c 
ision  
inevitably
 catches up 
with 
athletes. 
After all, 
the point of 
participating 
in college 
sports for 
most  athletes, 
especially  in 
football  and 
basket-
ball,  is the hope 
of
 ultimately 
going  pro. 
That is where
 the buck 
stops, because 
a student 
ath-
lete's  chance
 of making 
it in the pros
 is 1 out 
of
 183. 
With so 
many  contenders
 vying for so 
few prized posi-
tions, simple
 math says 
the 
overwhelming
 majority
 of them 
will be 
disappointed.  
And  if their 
collegiate  
academic
 career 
has been a sham,
 where does 
that leave them?
 
It 
leaves them 
with  little 
chance
 of ever 
having
 any ca-
reer that might
 have
 
been theirs
 if they had 
excelled
 in aca-
demics 
the  same way 
they had in 
athletics.  
The 
sports pages 
of history are 
littered with 
tales of 
athletes
 who almost
 made it. 
With  the rug 
of professional
 
sport 
employment  
briskly
 pulled from 
under them,  
these  in -
Con 
Scott G. 
Hamilton 
dividuals are destined to tile of job hunting or unemploy-
ment  a bleak picture compared to what they had once en-
visioned.
 
The sick joke behind all of this is that minorities, espe-
cially blacks. are most
 
then the victims in 
the game of aca-
demic -athletic roulette Athletic recruiters give blacks the 
impression that sports is the key to 
the  good life, which too 
often creates false hopes. 
Compared to the overall graduation figures mentioned 
above, only 14 
percent
 of black students had graduated after 
four years and only 31 percent in six years. The dismal fig-
ures tell the story that administrators would rather not hear. 
Still.  many colleges are already protesting the lenient 
NCAA requirements.
 If athletes are made ineligible,  they 
reason,  then the athlete is excess baggage during the semes-
ters when he is 
ineligible.  
Many  schools 
will attempt to pad 
an 
athlete's
 
schedule
 
with the easiest 
classes
 possible. and 
in 
di,o42
 
so,  
they di, him 
e en 
more
 
ot
 a 
disservice.
 Putting 
the 
imidis dual through  a ridiculously
 easy 
program
 
will  
not  
develop
 
the respect
 or 
academics that will help him work 
toward 
graduation.  
Colleges and universities that rely on athletics for large 
chunks of
 
their income are not going to initiate reforms 
themselves. Consider
 the
 University of 
Washington.  where 
football 
is
 responsible for 85 percent of the SI I million ath-
letic budget.
 Such a gargantuan sports program will fight 
tooth and nail against measures that might 
take some of its 
star players, or dollars, away. 
It's time to make 
things harder for athletes at the high 
school level so that the
 option to exploit them 
in
 college 
isn't there 
Let athletes 
do what they do best 
Proposition 48. the new legislation that sets minimum 
academic
 standards for athletes, is a 
severe  form of punish-
ment that hurts the greatest athletes the 
most. 
Some men and women
 are born with gifted bodies that 
can outrun, 
outmanuever,  outleap and just plain 
dominate  
others.  
But many are not allowed 
to exhibit their God-given 
talents. They don't meet the 
intellectual  standards imposed 
by the National
 Collegiate Athletic Association. 
Why  
should 
everybody  be held accountable for a 
2.0  grade aver-
age
 and 7(5) SAT 
score.  
Sure, a handful of these
 athletes aren't born with the 
greatest mental 
capacities.  But why shouldn't they be al-
lowed to make their contribution to a school in 
a different 
way, mainly to the athletic department
 where money is rar-
ely in excess? 
Sure,  colleges
 aren't built for sports. They're 
built  to 
educate.
 However, popular college sports like football 
and 
basketball give schools an identity which 
leads to increased 
enrollment and inure revenue. 
Sports have 
always
 been separate from the academic 
activities  in schools. How many people do 
you  see studying 
at a ball game? Every college needs the 
kind of entertain-
ment that sports provide.
 
Football  is counted on for the
 
major  
part  of 
the an ath-
letic 
department's revenue. If a team 
loses one or more im-
pact players to eligibility requirements, 
it can cost the team 
dearly in the rankings 
and/or  standings. This may then take 
its 
toll
 at the ticket booths and consequently in the revenue 
department.
 
The athletes who fail to meet the academic require-
ments are punished in a 
number  of ways: 
 They miss out on vital four-year college statistics 
that 
are noticed the most by pro 
scouts.
 
 They lose out 
on points, runs, yardage and so forth, 
which could establish 
school and league records.
 
lunior 
college
 play does not carry the 
importance
 
of'
 
the tour -year
 level 
schools  and may  he 
overlooked
 
by re-
cruiting  coaches. 
 [he level of coaching 
in the junior colleges may not 
develop the 
athlete  as well. 
The real 
shame  is when the high 
school superstars 
throughout the country 
are ruled out. Eight out of 
47
 of 
"Parade Magazine's 
All-American  football team" 
were 
denied 
this
 season because of the 
new  requirements. 
There's
 no telling what these great
 players could have 
contributed to the
 sport. Sports are 
highlighted  by players 
who can excel beyond
 normal human limits.
 Players who 
can slam-dunk a 
basketball  over two defenders, throw
 a 
baseball 90 mph or carry a football
 through a maze of oppo-
nents. 
I 
doubt  anybody would watch a 
quarterback  throw a 
touchdown pass 
and  then wonder about his GPA. 
Four-year 
schools
 can set up programs where
 athletes 
with academic problems can 
learn job skills in workshops to 
help them in the future 
if
 they can't make a living in the 
sports 
world. 
The athletes who are capable but 
are not giving the ef-
fort should be 
pushed  and perhaps declared 
ineligible if they 
don't get the message.
 But, the one's who try but 
simply 
handle the academics can
 be taught job skills and kept in 
school. 
NCAA sports can 
only help athletes. Why deny 
them 
the right to benefits they 
will
 no doubt receive at a four-year 
college?
 They can only help themselves,
 the schools and the 
fans by 
playing.  Why deny them the chance? 
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Letters to the Editor 
Academic
 vice president
 responds 
This is a letter sent
 to Wigg.sy Sitertsen,
 professor in coun-
seling,
 in response to Sivertsen'
 s letter addressed to 
Aca-
demic Vice President
 Arlene Okerlund,  
printed  yesterday. 
I 
deplore  as much as 
you  the personal 
opinions  about 
gays 
and  lesbians expressed 
by Stew Hintt in his 
Oct.  10 
Spartan Daily column
 "Amerika." I believe
 that informed 
and 
thoughtful  individuals will 
reject such biased 
thoughts  
and subscribe to the 
principle that members
 of our society 
have the right 
to select the lifestyles
 and social 
relationships
 
of their choosing. 
As academic
 vice president, 
however.  I cannot 
censure
 
the 
Spartan Daily for printing
 a column, even one 
that I per-
sonally find to 
be abhorrent. First 
Amendment
 rights guar-
anteeing free 
speech  are basic to our 
civil  liberties and are 
surely too sacred to 
be abrogated by any 
administrator.  
Equally
 important is the 
principle  affirmed by 
John  
Milton in 
"Aeropagitica."
 
. . . Those books, and
 those in great abundance 
which 
are likeliest
 to taint both life and 
doctrine,  cannot be sup-
pressed without the fall 
of learning and of all ability in 
disputation
 . . . 
As Milton stated most 
eloquently, the dialectic of 
dis-
course is essential
 to the discovery of truth 
and knowledge. 
Thus, to interfere with the
 publication of ideas is to 
un-
dermine  the very principle to which 
SJSU  is dedicated. In-
stead, let us use this 
opportunity  to reiterate the importance 
of logical 
reasoning
 and "disputation" 
to
 the intellectual 
process.
 Persons who believe 
differently front Mr. Hintz 
should be encouraged
 to refute his 
conclusions
 via letters to 
the Daily. Or perhaps 
a series of campus debates 
could  ex-
amine the issues
 and illustrate for all 
of
 us the process by 
which 
we form opinions or 
achieve
 knowledge. 
In 
short,
 the rights of gays and 
lesbians  to respect and 
dignity 
cannot be gained by 
suppressing one 
person's  opin-
ion.
 Rights can be preserved
 only if thinking people
 can rea-
son their way
 to a conclusion that is 
logical  and defensible. 
We 
have
 an opportunity here to achieve 
that end. 
As for the Daily's
 role in this situation, this 
letter  will 
remind advisers
 and professors of the 
pedagogical  imper-
ative to 
discuss  with students the 
responsibilities  of the 
press.
 Since that concept is so central
 to the ethics of the en-
tire profession of 
journalism  and since our colleagues
 are re-
sponsible and 
ethical members of the 
faculty.
 I trust that 
they have 
already  acted appropriately
 in that respect. 
To that end, I 
welcome  your concern as 
a member of 
the MU 
community  in calling attention 
to
 the rights of all 
our 
constituents.  Let us address 
such  issues within the spirit 
and raison d' 
etre  of this University. 
Arlene N. Okerlund 
Interim Academic Vice President
 
Dining areas
 are for eating 
Editor, 
I find it very frustrating to go to the Student Union Caf-
eteria or the Roost, Bakery, Food from the Pub and search 
in 
vain  for a placebo sit. Usually I find a majority of the ta-
bles and booths are occupied by people, usually alone, 
studying. Occasionally they are nibbling on something as 
they work, often they are drinking coffee, 
but for the most 
part they are using already scarce eating space to do their 
homework. 
That is what the library is for. If people want to take a 
break from studying to go get a cup of coffee or something, 
that's one thing, but it's not fair to monopolize the dining 
areas
 while students attempting to use this space for its in-
tended purpose are forced to walk around in frustration with 
their trays of food.
 
People should keep in mind the relative size of the li-
brary and the cafeteria (and other dining areas) 
as
 well as 
their respective purposes. 
Jana
 
LeCount 
Junior
 
Graphic Design 
Beer should be outlawed at games 
Editor,  
Rowdy, drunken SJSU Spartan fans have become 
a 
problem at home football games. After reading the article 
titled, "Rowdy beer drinkers ruining games" (Oct. 17) by 
Karin L. Smail, I 
was reminded of my experience at the 
Fresno State game. There
 were drunken fans above me yel-
ling,  
screaming  and just being obnoxious. If alcohol wasn't 
sold
 at home football games, maybe we could concentrate 
on
 watching our team instead of watching people harass and 
fight with 
others.
 This seems really silly! 
Outlawing beer 
sales at football games is an option 
which  should be considered. If 
this  will create a safer envi-
ronment 
for SJSU fans, I am all for it 
Karen Sargent Harper
 
Junior
 
Public Relations 
The 
Hamm 
Files 
Andrew F. 
Hamm 
A 
simple 
malfunction
 
Something
 
very  strange 
happened  to me 
one 
morning 
last  summer 
 I woke up 
in the 
hospital.
 This 
particularly
 
bothered  me 
for
 the 
simple
 reason that
 I had fallen 
asleep in my 
own bed. 
As I 
strained
 my eyes
 to focus 
onto  
something
 all 
I could see 
were nurse 
uniforms 
and  white 
walls.  And 
worried 
faces. 
1 was told 
later that I had
 a seizure. 
Some  doctors 
have said
 this is like a 
circuit breaker
 malfunctioning,
 
others  have 
said
 it is comparable
 to your 
brain  
catching on 
fire. Whatever.
 
A 
person
 suffering 
a seizure 
convulses  
uncontrollably  
and  their face 
takes  on the 
expression  
of a 
zombie.
 There is also 
a lot of slobbering
 and 
twitching 
going on. At 
least this is how 
my 
roommmate
 
described
 it. 
Twenty 
minutes  after my 
roommate called,
 the 
paramedics 
had me in the 
hospital. 
As I was 
beginning
 to come through.
 I could hear 
the nurse telling
 me everything 
was going to be 
alright. 
I 
didn't  believe her 
though. I was 
in
 the hospital, 
tubes  hanging all 
over  me and 
doctors
 whispering off
 
to one side. 
I've
 seen enough
 "Emergency!"
 
television programs
 to know something
 was wrong. 
This one tube 
hanging over my head
 went directly into 
my 
arm.
 When I saw the 
electrocardiograph  that 
the
 
paramedics always 
used on "Emergency!" 
sitting in 
the corner,
 I almost 
screamed.
 
As I became 
coherent,  the question-askers 
came
 
in. To the
 hospitals credit, the 
people
 asking questions 
are 
not the ones 
fixing you 
up.  
As they 
began  to ask their questions
  "Name, 
blood type, 
insurance,"
 (funny that insurance is the 
third  most important question they could think of) I 
began to try and figure out 
what  had happened. 
I had 
felt
 like 
this once before 
on a Saturday 
morning back in 1982.
 I was in a car accident coming 
back from a 
supermarket.
 But the crash happened 
so 
fast I 
wasn't 
even 
aware of the collision 
and 
never  felt 
a thing.
 When
 the 
paramedics were 
pulling  me out 
of 
the wreckage I thought 
someone  was pulling me out of 
bed. 
So now 
I figured
 I was in another 
car  accident. 
The nurse must have 
thought
 I was hallucinating when 
I asked
 her if 
my
 car was 
alright. 
Anyway 
the 
question-askers
 
kept 
asking
 more 
questions. 
"Have 
you done any drugs?" No. "Mr. Hamm 
we are 
only  
trying
 to help you." 
No drugs. 
"Cocaine?"
 
No. 
"PCP'?"  No!
 But I have 
been  
shooting heroin 
into  
the vein under my 
big toe, OK'? 
The 
new 
excuse for
 the '80s.
 If they don't know 
what's wrong
 with 
you,  it 
must  be drugs. 
They 
never
 did find out why or even 
exactly  what 
happened
 
that 
day.  And now, three 
months and a 
dozen 
check-ups
 later 
they
 still don't have
 any 
clue. 
That 
didn't
 stop
 them from charging  me 
$2,000  for 
my 
two-hour stay.
 
The only thing my doctors had to stay about my 
recovery  was, "Thank God your young." Three 
weeks
 of nearly continuous headaches and zero 
strength later,
 I had 
recovered
 
enough  to 
return to 
work.  
As my roommate help me walk 
home, that warm 
summer 
morning, my feet barely shuffling. I 
reminded  myself of my grandfather. 
About 10 years ago I had to drive him to the 
hospital three times a week for his cancer treatments. 
In his mid -70s, his mind almost 
gone, he was nothing 
but a pathetic glimpse of himself. One thing he said 
about hospitals though came to me that morning. 
"Hospitals are a lot like churches. They say they 
are there to help you live, but all they really do is to 
help ease your death." 
Andrew F. 
Hamm is the forum
 editor. The 
Hamm Files 
appears every 
Wednesday.  
aily 
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It 
of 
en 
'Twilight
 
Zone'
 
D.A.
 
under  fire 
LOS ANGELES (AP)  A 
slaughter charges against director 
detense  
attorney
 
complained  yes- John Landis, associate producer 
terday
 
that 
the 
"Twilight  Zone" George 
Folsey.
 special effects su-
prosecutor
 has
 turned her office 
pervisor
 Paul Stewart, production 
into 
"a 
grotesque
 chamber of hor- coordinator Dan Allingman 
and 
rors," 
displaying  
pictures of deca- pilot
 Dorcey Wingo. 
muted  victims for
 witnesses 
to
 see. 
A helicopter, flying through 
Attorney 
Harland Braun asked special effects 
explosives in a mock 
Superior
 
Court  Judge Roger Boren 
Vietnamese 
village, 
crashed
 
on
 top 
to order 
Deputy
 District
 Attorney 
of
 them
 early July 23,
 1982. Mor-
Lea Purwin D'Agostino
 to remove row and the 
i.e child were decapi-
the pictures 
from her office 
wall  tated. 
when 
trial witnesses 
are in the D'Agostino lost a hid during 
room. 
pre-trial hearings to 
show
 jurors the 
"I think this is a barbaric 
thing pictures. The judge refused, saying 
to do," 
said
 Braun. "She admits they 
were 
among the most grue-
she 
brings  
witnesses into a 
room  
some 
he had ever seen 
and would 
with 
pictures on the wall of Vic have 
a prejudicial effect on the 
Morrow  
and
 the children in 
life and jury. 
death 
and also pictures of their 
The prosecutor continued to 
body
 parts." 
keep them on display
 in her office. 
D'Agostino  ridiculed Braun's 
mounted  on a large cardboard plac-
complaint
 outside 
court  saying, 
aid. 
"They've got to 
have at least one Braun said he was 
shocked
 to 
complaint a day about me. It's back see them when he visited the pros -
to persecute the 
prosecutor."  
ecutor's
 office early in the case.
 
The dispute about photos 
"It's
 a grotesque 
chamber  of 
arose  
on a 
day when 
the "Twilight
 
horrors,
 pictures
 of hacked -up 
hod -
Zone'' 
manslaughter  trial was
 re- 
icy," he said outside 
court.  
cessed
 
because a juror came  down 
"They serve
 as a 
reminder
 of 
ith  the
 flu,
 
the 
incredibly 
violent
 way these 
Before attorneys left court for 
people
 met their
 end," 
D'Agostino
 
the 
day, Braun raised his complaint 
said. 
about the 
pictures  which depict the 
She 
denied
 that she draws
 
the 
deaths of Morrow, 53, 
Myca  Le. 
7,
 attention to the pictures. 
and Renee Chen. 6, in the heli- 
"It's 
there if someone 
chooses
 
copter accident 
which  led to man- to see it." she said. 
Big 
jet gets 
boos  
from airports
 
SEA .111 
1- AP)  A plane 
on 
the 
drawing  hoards at Boeing Com-
mercial Airplane Co. is so big that 
many 
airports
 would have to rebuild 
terminals to handle it. 
Boeing representatives say the 
plane, called the 747-500,
 is still no 
more than an artist's 
sketch and has no 
official
 measurements. But uncon-
firmed reports 
say  it would be 
longer
 
and 
wider than the 
747-400,  the 
world's
 largest commercial airplane. 
With a wingspan estimated at 
240 to 
280 feet, it 
would he 30 
to
 70 
feet 
longer than 
the 747-4(14).  
News that Boeing is considering a 
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larger plane 
surtat;ed recentl) at the 
Farnborough Air Show in England. 
The company is considering the 
plane  
for the 
late I 990s,
 she
 said. 
Zimbabwe
 
streets rocked 
by 
violence
 
HARARE. Zimbabwe (AP)  
Mobs  
of 
blacks  
rampaged through
 Harare yesterday
 in three hours
 of 
riots, 
fires  and assaults 
prompted by the 
belief that 
South
 Africa 
played
 a role in 
the death of 
Mozam-
bique's 
president.
 
In the worst 
violence  since Zimbabwe
 became 
independent six years ago,
 they set fire to 
two for-
eign 
airline offices, 
overturned  cars
 and 
stoned
 mis-
sions of South Africa,
 Malawi and the United States.
 
Malawi
 is the only black
-ruled 
African
 country 
that
 
has full diplomatic 
relations  with South Africa. 
Rioters assaulted 
scores  of shoppers and office 
workers, most of them white. 
Several mobs involving a total of about 
5,(1414)
 
people 
surged through the 
city's
 downtown 
area  in 
what militants said was a protest 
of alleged South 
African involvement in Samora Machel's death in an 
air crash 
Sunday  lust acriti, the Moiamhique border 
in South Afri.., 
Police  sources 
said many 
people were
 injured 
and 
more  than 50 demonstrators
 arrested. They said 
none
 of the
 injuries were 
serious.
 
Zimbabwe's 
semi-official
 Inter -African News 
Agency
 said two black students 
involved  in the 
pm. 
Yesterday's
 
outburst  
was
 the 
worst 
case of violence since
 
Zimbabwe  
became independent six 
years  ago. 
test were 
abducted  by young whites 
at
 gunpoint near 
the 
University of Zimbabwe
 and taken away 
in
 three 
cars after 
riot police 
firing tear gas
 took over
 the 
downtown area. 
Before 
police  
gained 
control, mobs ordered 
frightened white 
men,  women 
and teen -tigers
 
to 
Lockheed
 offer 
rejected 
but walkout  
vote
 
fails 
SUNNYVALE.
 (AP) 
Machin-
ists'  union and Lockheed Missiles & 
Space 
Co 
managers
 
met  in a 
lengthy 
non -negotiation session yesterday after 
the union 
members handed 
their  lead-
ers a defeat in an effort to get strike au-
thority.  
Both sides agreed the 
meeting
 
was not for the purpose of bargaining 
toward a new contract, stymied by the 
5,800 -member lodge's refusal 
to ac-
cept a Lockheed pa% 
offer and a re-
striction in health insurance for new 
hires. 
Lodge 508 of the 
International
 
Association
 of 
Machinists
 voted 
66
 
to 
34 percent to reject the Lockheed pro-
posal, but only 58 to 42 percent in 
favor
 of strike authorization about 8 
percent short 
of the two-thirds nec-
essary. 
according to union 
spokeswo-
man Bea Woodard. The 
specific  fig-
ures were 
withheld. 
The contract for 
union  employees 
at 
Lockheed.  
including  
welders,  as-
semblers,  
machine  and 
equipment 
op-
erators,
 carpenters
 and 
clerical  work-
ers,
 expired
 Oct. 1. 
The sides
 started the 
meeting at 9 
a.m, and 
continued 
into
 the afternoon.
 
Neither
 the union nor Lockheed 
gave any  report of the 
meeting's sta-
tus. 
"Basically, they're meeting to 
clarify issues that need to be clar-
ified," said Lockheed spokesman Bob 
Burgess. "I think it's one of those 
where -do -we -go meetings. '' 
The contract 
rejected Sunday 
would 
have
 paid workers cash 
bonuses
 
and a cost -of -living payment separate
 
from hourly
 wages. The union consid-
ered  of high importance 
management's
 
proposal to 
restrict  company's health 
insurance 
coverage for new
 employ-
ees, 
and  to pass on to 
current  employ-
ees increases 
in health insurance 
pre-
miums . 
chant
 slogans against
 South 
Atrica. 
Many 
who rc 
fused 
were
 beaten. 
At least 
six  journalists, four working for 
foreign  
media,
 were punched
 or roughed up.
 
Police 
and  government 
officials
 refused com-
ment 
on
 the violence 
and  gave no 
details
 of casual-
ties 
or 
arrests,
 
Prime Minister Robert Mugabe. a former guer-
rilla who led 
the white -ruled former British 
colony 
of Rhodesia
 
to independence as black -governed 
Zimbabwe on April 18. 1980, cut short a priv ate 
visit to Britain and returned hours before the trouble 
began. 
He 
flew  home 
after 
learning  
of the 
death
 of Ma-
chel. a Marxist
 who was 
Zimbabwe's
 staunch 
ally 
Machers Soviet -built presidential plane
 crashed in 
bad weather on a flight from Zambia hi  
Mozam-
bique. 
Ni
 
or
 whence of foul play
 has been reported. 
Teen-agers
 say 
'no' 
. 
to 
dating 
smokers
 
LOS ANGELES (API 
Nearly three of four teen-agers pre-
fer to date nonsmokers,  says a 
na-
tionwide poll released 
yesterday  by 
the American I.ung Association. 
The nationwide poll of 266 
youths ages 12 to 17 found that 78 
percent of the boys and 69 percent 
of the girls said they'd rather date 
people who didn't smoke 
ciga-
rettes.
 
When both sexes were com-
bined, 73 
percent preferred non-
smokers  for dates. 25 percent said 
it made no difference and only 1 
percent preferred to date smokers. 
according
 to the poll
 released by 
the association's los Angeles chap-
ter. 
The percentage of teen-agers 
who preferred nonsmoking dates 
varied by region: 
81 percent in both 
the South and 
West. 68 percent 
in 
the North Central states
 and 62 per-
cent in the Northeast. 
"We 
were  surprised by the 
wide  gap in these findings because 
the South is traditionally
 the heart 
of tobacco 
country."  said
 
Thomas
 
Wheat, president of the associa 
tion's
 Los Angeles chapter. 
'And there's a nice irony in 
the fact that in the West,  where
 the
 
mythical 'Marlboro Man' is sup. 
posed to reside, he is  not a desira-
ble date,'' Wheat said. 
The poll 
also  found
 that 
77 
percent of youths in families with 
household income above 
$25,000
 
preferred nonsmokers for dates. 
compared with 64 percent of 
teens
 
from 
homes  with lower  
incomes.
 
Spartaguide
 
A.S. Leisure services will have 
sign-ups for "Lifestyle Exploration 
Series II" from 8:30 a.m.
 to 4:30 p.m. 
today through 
Monday
 in the Student 
Union A.S. Business Office. Call 
Brian Burke at 277-2858 for 
more
 in-
formation. 
 
Student Health Service is holding 
sign-ups for CPR 
classes  to be held 
Monday and 
next Wednesday. Sign-
ups are from 9 a.m. 
to
 5 p.m. today 
and tomorrow in the Health Center. 
Call Oscar
 Battle at 277-3622 for more 
information.
 
 
The University Police Depart-
ment is sponsoring 
"Crime  Prevention 
Week" offering free services includ-
ing juvenile fingerprinting, bicycle 
registration, Operation Identification, 
and safety 
brochures  from 10 a.m. to 
6:30 p.m. today and from 10 
a.m.
 to 2 
p.m. tomorrow in front of the Student 
Union. Call Terry Edel at 
277-2057  
for more information. 
 
The Stanford Blood Bank 
and the 
Arnold Air Society are having a blood 
drive from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. today 
through Friday in the Student Union 
Loma Prieta Room. 
The Campus ? Christian Center 
will hold Bible study from 11:30 a.m. 
to 12:30 p.m. today in the Student 
Union Montalvo Room. Call 
Norb
 
Firnhaber at 298-0204 for more infor-
mation. 
 
Career 
Planning
 and Placement 
will have Macys' representatives on 
campus to conduct employment testing 
for Christmas hiring at 11:30 a.m.. 
12:45 p.m.. 2 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. 
today in Business Classroom 001. All 
majors are welcome. Call Kathy Ra-
nier at 277-2272 for more information. 
 
Student 
Health
 Service will hold 
a Stop Smoking Clinic consisting of 
five sessions.
 Participants must attend 
.ill sessions. Sessions start at 1:30 to 
2:30 p.m.
 today through Nov. 7. 
Sign-
ups are in Health Building, Room 121 
or at the first session in Health Build-
ing. Room 208. Call Oscar Battle at 
277-3622 for more information. 
Career Planning
 and Placement 
will 
sponsor  "Co-op Orientation,'' in-
cluding details of the program at 2:30 
p.m.
 today in the Student Union 
Cos-
tanoan Room. Call Cheryl Allmen at 
277-2272  for more information. 
 
Akbayan
 Filipino -American Club 
will hold a general meeting at 
2:30 
p.m. today in the 
Student Union Al-
maden Room. Featured films : 
Aquino  
Speech to UC-Berkeley students and 
"A Dollar a 
Day.  a Dime a Dance." 
Call 
Rowena
 Alabastro at 
926-4160 
for more intimation. 
 
Career Planning 
and Placement 
will sponsor sign-ups for "Career 
Planning Group Ill." on 
relating  your 
skills, interests
 and values to possible 
careers 
and majors from 
2:30 to 4:30 
p.m. today in 
Business  Classroom 13. 
Call Cheryl 
Annie') for more 
informa-
tion. 
United 
Campus
  Christian
 Min 
istry will hold a 
prayer group from 5 
to
 
6 p.m. today 
at
 the Campus 
Ministry.
 
300  S. 10th Street at 
San
 Carlos street 
Call Natalie Shiras
 at 298-02(14 
fin
 
more  information. 
 
Career  Planning 
and Placement
 
will sponsor 
"Resume  
I," instruction
 
on how to prepare marketable
 
letters
 
and resumes at 5:30 
p.m.  today in the 
Student Union 
Costanoan  Room. 
Call  
Cheryl
 Allmen at 277-2272
 for 
more 
information. 
 
MEChA  will 
have a 
general
 
meeting at 6 
p.m.
 today in the 
Student 
Union Pacheco Room.
 Call 
Carmen
 or 
Martha  at 298-2531 
for more informa-
tion. 
 
The SJSU Symphony 
Orchestra
 
A 
Night
 
at
 the 
Theattxs  
with 
Dance  Art 
Company
 
creel
 Yokoyarna 
Artists 
Fillabeth
 Barton I erre 
CJOW 
Colleen
 Gong 
Ondy  Ono. 
David  
Trutsurni.
 Jude Wescoal,
 M. 
110001101ACcoUta
 Errecuthe
 
Nancy Foldvaty.
 
Colleen
 Haack,
 Soon Jar 
Sower. 
Barbara  leis 
aterketing  
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Keiv.n
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S.
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Chrisline  
Marquer  
Eric  
Matsuoka.
 Lome 
Mos 
Di 
if 
!k 
holds auditions for all  instruments by 
appointment only, tomorrow and 
every Thursday. It is a I -unit class for 
students:
 
faculty
 and 
staff also
 are in -
sited to join. Call Robert Sayre on 
Thursdays 
at
 277-2917 for 
more  infor-
mation or leave 
message  at 277-2905. 
 
Student Health Service will pre-
sent a seminar called "Hazards
 of 
Chewing Tobacco" from noon to I 
p.m. tomorrow in the Health Building. 
Room 208. Call Oscar Battle at 277-
3622 for more information. 
 
Career Planning and Placement 
will conduct "Resume II." critiquing 
rough drafts of resumes and letters by 
an 
expert
 from I to 3 p.m. 
tomorrow  
in the Student Union Almaden Room, 
Call Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272 for 
more 
information.
 
 
Re-entry Advisory 
Program
 will 
hold a brown -bag lunch featuring 
speaker Jane Boyd from 
noon to Zi 
p.m. 
tomorrow  
in the 
Student
 
I 
Pacheco Room. Call Kit Carter at 2 7 7 
on 
L 
t 
/w 
POPCORN  
Is 
L BACK! 
This week only October 20-24 
) 
11
 
3 
2 
5 
0 
) 
."-"A."--#E
 
. 
eN 
-regular  
40e I 
Spartan Bookstore 
r(:( ) 
2005 for more information. 
 
The Physics Department will pre-
sent a 
seminar
 featuring speaker A.R. 
Forauhi on "Optical Dispersion Rela-
tions for Amorphous 
Semiconductors  
and Dielectrics" 
at 4 p.m. tomorrow
 
in Science Building,
 Room 258. Call 
Card l Boekema at 277-9288
 for more 
information.
 
The Math and 
Computer Science 
Department 
will  present Richard 
Ham-
ming from the
 Department of Com-
puter 
Science  at the 
Naval
 Postgra-
duate School 
speaking  on "What is 
Probability?"
 from 4 to 5 
p.m. tomor-
row 
in MacQuarrie Hall 
324_ Call 
Samih Obeid at 
277-2417  for more 
in-
formation.  
 
Campus 
Ministries 
will II, 
.1.!
 
Vietnamese Bible 
study from 4 to 
5:15
 
p.m. tomorrow at the 
Campus
 
Chris-
tian 
Center,  10th and San 
Carlos
 
streets
 ('all Tien 
Le at 27(1-1226 
for 
more 
information.  
 
The  California 
Faculty  Associa-
tion 
w ill hold a 
seminar  on the 
new tax 
laws Irmo 4 
to 6 p.m. tomorrow 
at 
the  
University Club,
 408 S. Eighth 
Street.  
Call Bill at 
297-7331 for more 
infor-
mation.  
 
The Gay and 
Lesbian Alliance 
will hold its weekly meeting featuring 
Pat Parks of the Bay Area 
Municipal  
Elections  Committee 
discussing
 the 
No on 64 campaign
 and other issues at 
4:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Student 
Union Almaden Room. Call 
Steve at 
293-46341  more information 
NORTHERN
 CALIFORNIA
 
JOINT
 JOB
 FAIR 1986 
Open
 
to
 
Everyone
   
MAJORS
 
EMPHASIZED:
 
Engineering,
 Computer 
Science, 
Mathematics,  
Business, & 
Science  
(Bring Resume) 
 
Permanent 
Positions  
 Co-op/Internships
 
 
Summer  Jobs 
Location: 
San  Francisco State
 University,. 
Student Union 
Time: 
From
 9:00 a.m. to 
4:00  p.m. 
Date: October
 25, 1986 
For More 
Info.  Call: 
277-2214
 
JOIN
 
THE 
CHRYSLER
 
COMMITMENT
 
"TO 
BE 
THE  
BEST"  
JUNIORS!
 If 
you're 
personable,
 
enthusiastic, 
and 
have
 
strong
 
verbal
 
skills,  
Chrysler 
Corporation
 is 
looking  for you. 
Wednesday,  
October
 29,
 
Chrylser
 will 
be 
interviewing
 
students 
for 
non
-sales  
positions
 
for  their 
product
 information 
center
 
at 
Eastridge
 
Mall.  
Call 
Career
 
Planning  
and 
Placement
 
at 
277-2272 today 
to schedule
 
your appointment. 
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SJSU's Gina 
Watson,
 left, 
spikes
 the ban past UC-Irvine's Anjie
 Crabb
 
during  the 
Spartans'
 win Monday 
SJSU
 
rolls  
past 
UC-Irvine
 
despite
 
Hawaii 
hangover
 
By 
Karin
 
I. Small 
Daily 
staff writer 
SJSU's
 
volleyball  
team 
re-
turned
 from
 
Hawaii
 and 
adminis-
tered
 a sound 
whipping
 to 
UC-Irvine  
on 
Monday
 night
 in 
Spartan  
Gym,  
15-10,  
15-6,9-15,
 
15-5. 
The 
second -ranked Spartans,
 
who split 
a pair of matches
 at Hawaii 
on 
Thursday and 
Friday, returned 
from the 
islands Sunday. 
Although  
SJSU
 easily handled
 the Anteaters.
 
Spartan coach 
Dick Montgomery 
said some of 
the players 
appeared  to 
be 
suffering  from 
jet lag. 
"I 
think  the players
 were still 
trying 
to adjust to 
the time differ-
ence. We 
played our subs,
 and they 
played  poorly,"
 he said. 
The  Spartans 
raised  their record
 
to 17-2, 6-2 
in the PCAA.
 The Ant-
eaters fell to 7-18 
and  1-9 in the con-
ference.
 
Gina 
Watson came 
off the 
bench and led 
the Spartans with 11 
kills in two
 games, and 
Shawna Di-
Biaso was 
next  with nine. 
Barbara  
Higgins bolstered 
the SJSU defense, 
tallying 
13 digs along with
 five as-
sists and two solo 
blocks at the net. 
Several Spartan 
starters had 
off-nights 
against  the 
Anteaters,  and 
Montgomery
 went to his 
bench, ex-
pecting  his subs 
to have no 
trouble
 
against the younger,
 less experi-
enced  Irvine squad. 
But the 
second team 
couldn't  
put anything together,
 and SJSU was 
defeated in 
the  third game, forcing 
Montgomery to 
return  most of his 
starters to 
finish  the game 
and the 
match. 
Montgomery  
expressed
 dis-
pleasure at the 
sporadic play of his 
second
 team. 
"They've
 got a 
responsibility  
to concentrate 
when they come 
into 
a 
match,  no matter 
who the other 
team is. 
There  was no 
excuse
 for 
them to 
lose to Irvine
 they 
are a 
better second
 team than 
Irvine's 
starters. 
They
 just weren't
 into it," 
he 
said.  
Montgomery  said 
his  bench is 
the
 Spartans' team
 of the 
future.
 
"Does  this (the 
third -game 
loss) 
mean that our 
players of the 
fu-
ture won't 
be able to 
beat Irvine,
 
which 
is a very 
young,  inex-
perienced team
 right now? 
If
 we 
can't beat 
them now, when 
we are 
clearly 
stronger, it 
makes me 
worry,"
 
Montgomery
 said.
 
Most  of the players
 agreed that 
they hadn't quite 
recovered from 
their 
weekend  in the 
islands, and 
that they 
weren't  really in the match 
mentally.
 
"Everyone 
was  up  
and  
down
 
because there was no emotion about 
this 
match,"
 Christi' Cook said. "It 
was kind of like our first match with 
Hawaii. We just left our minds 
somewhere else when we went 
on 
the court, and let our bodies play the 
game."
 
Setter Danielle Spier, who had 
26 
assists
 for the night, said 
the long 
weekend
 and preoccupation with the 
upcoming UOP 
match made the 
team a bit flat. 
"I
 know I 
personally  had 
some  
jet lag, 
and I think 
the team was 
a 
little fatigued,
 so we 
came  out 
slow,"
 Spier said.
 "I wasn't
 too 
happy 
with  the way I 
played, but 
I 
had  my 
mind  on 
Pacific.  
"The win against Hawaii on 
Friday
 night showed us we can 
beat 
anyone, and as long as 
we
 don't let 
down 
mentally
 on this road trip, 
we'll
 be all right." 
The Spartans prepare to leave 
today for Stockton, the first stop on 
a three -match trip that includes 
meetings with Cal Poly San 
Luis 
Obispo on Friday
 and UC-Santa 
Barbara on Saturday. Montgomery 
said the trip will be 
a big mental test 
for his 
team. 
"We'll have 
to adjust to a 
dif-
ferent team 
and  a different 
tempo  of 
play
 each  night," 
he said. "It's 
going to be 
a good 
experience,  be-
cause 
right now, we know
 we can 
beat anybody.
 Our match on Friday 
against  Hawaii 
showed
 us that." 
Coaches'  
Poll  
The Collegiate
 Volleyball Coaches Asso-
ciation
 poll
 is conducted
 weekly among as 
50 members 
1 
SDS,
 31-2. 
831 
2. SJSU,
 17-2  
813 
3 BYU, 23-2 
731 
4. Hawaii, 17-3 
728 
5. 
UOP,
 18-3
   688 
6. 
Nebraska,
 16-3 643 
7. Texas 
13-4  
555 
8. UCLA,
 18-7 537 
9. ASU, 
16-2 518 
10. 
Stanford,  11-6 
. 469 
NCAA  Poll 
The 
National Collegiate Athletic 
Associa-
tion poll is conducted
 
weekly 
among its re-
gional 
committee
 of coaches and adminis-
trators
 
IS  OS
  
160 
2. 
SJSU   
152 
3 BYU. 
14-4 
4. Hawaii
 
  136
 
5. UOP
  
121 
6. 
UCLA
  
  119 
Nebraska. 
  119 
8. Texas 
 105 
9 
UCSB,  
16-7 
.... 93 
to Stanford
 
. 88 
Soccer
 
team  
faces
 
ninth
-ranked
 USF tonight 
By I.en Gutman 
Daily staff
 writer 
The Spartan soccer
 team (5-6-3) 
will try to even its overall record to-
night at 7:30 in San Francisco when it 
takes on Pacific 
Soccer Conference 
rival USF. 
SJSU is 0-2 in the 
PSC, while the 
Dons are 2-0, 1 I-1-3 overall. 
USF is ranked No. 
9 nationally. 
'We  
know they're the favorites, 
but we've been
 playing them for years 
"We 
know
 they're
 the 
favorites,  
but 
we've 
been  
playing
 them
 for 
years  
when 
they're  
favored."  
Spartan  
coach  
Julie 
Menendez
 said. 
"SJSU  has 
upset 
them
 more 
than any 
other 
team
 around
 
in the 
long run
  ' 
This 
seas,i
 
IISF  has 
compiled  
Spartans
 
looking to even overall
 
record
 
some
 
impressi%
 e statist
 lc.. 
The Dons ha%e outscored all their 
opponents, 
29-5. allowing
 only
 four 
teams to score against them. 
"We're  gonna go with a three-
man 
front line to try 
and  generate 
some 
kind of an attack," Menendez said 
"Most teams don't use that against 
USF."  
Don goalkeeper Mark Powell has 
II shutouts in 15 games. Two of the 
team's ties 
were  scoreless, 
Menendez said USE uses its mid -
fielders 
effectively
 both on offense 
and  
defense. 
"They use four 
midlielders, so 
we'll use four to 
play them man-to-
man," Menendez said. 
SJSU 
goalkeeper  Joe Gangale
 
should have his hands full, 
both  with 
the 
attacking midfielders and 
the 
Dons' top 
scorer, Marco 
Lucchetta,  
who has six 
goals  and two assists. 
The  Spartans
 are 
still  hurting 
de-
fensively 
and  will be 
playing 
without  
midfielder
 Rich 
Rollins and
 fullback
 
Larry Norris.
 
Rollins
 has missed  
the 
last  few 
games 
with
 a loot 
initiry,  and 
Norris 
Bias' 
former  roommates
 likely to testify in 
case  
 UPPER MARLBORO. 
Md. (AP)  With indictments 
against them 
dismissed,  two former 
roommates
 of 
Maryland basketball star Len Bias 
will
 likely he witnesses 
in the trial of 
another
 man facing a variety of 
charges  in con-
nection with the 
All-American's  death. 
Acting upon a request
 by Prince George's County
 
State's Attorney Arthur A. 
Marshall,  Circuit Court Judge 
James 
M.
 Rea dismissed indictments 
against
 David Gregg 
and  Terry Long. two of 
the  three men with Bias 
in the hours 
before
 the player died of cocaine 
intoxication  June 19. 
A third
 man in the room with 
Bias,  Brian Lee Tribble, 
was 
ordered to stand trial
 Nov. 17. Tribble's 
lawyer, 
Thomas 
Morrow,  asked Rea at the 
hearing to dismiss the 
case 
against
 his client. hut
 the motion was 
denied. 
Bruin coach says 
Pac-10 race tight 
LOS ANGELES (API UCLA 
Coach Terry Donahue said 
he won't 
attempt
 to analyze what's happening in 
the Pacific- 10 Conference football 
race because 
it'll only confuse him, 
"If you really try 
to figure out 
what's going
 on, it gives you a real mi-
graine," Donahue said at his weekly 
meeting  with reporters. "So you just 
go out and play.
 
"To me, it's going to be a week -
to -week thing and go down to the
 final 
weekend."
 
Obviously, ninth -ranked Arizona 
State is in the driver's 
seat
 with its 3-0-
1 conference record since the Sun 
Devils are the only Pat:- 
10 school 
without a loss. 
But at this stage, with every team 
having played at least three league 
games. only Oregon, Oregon State and 
California can be counted out of the 
race.  
"Arizona State controls its own 
destiny,"
 
Donahue
 said. "The other 
teams need help, but generally in this 
league that help has been around." 
The 
17th -ranked
 Bruins,
 2-1 
in
 
league
 play
 and 
4-2  
overall,
 
entertain
 
Washington
 
State  on 
Saturday  
at the 
Rose 
Bowl. 
The 
Cougars
 are 
2- I-1 in 
the 
conference
 and 
3-2-1  
overall 
"The Cougs are legit," Donahue
 
said. "I think Washington State is 
probably the 
hest
-coached  and
 
tti 
difficult
 
offensive
 team to 
prepare 
toi
 
in our 
conference.**  
Washington  State had a bye last 
weekend. In their last three games, the 
Cougars have 
tied Arizona State 21-
21, downed Oregon State 24-14, 
and 
overwhelmed  Southern Cal 
34-14. 
"People  haven't given Washing-
ton State the respect and credit they 
deserve for many years," Donahue 
said. 
Tribble, who is accused tit supplying 
Bias with the 
drugs that killed him,  has been indicted 
on charges of pos-
session of 
cocaine,
 
possession  ss
 ith 
intent to 
diStranitc
 co 
caine, distribution of cocaine and possession of
 
Long 
and Gregg had been 
charged
 vt ith possession of 
cocaine and obstruction of 
justice.  hut Rea dismissed those 
charges
 following a hearing in which Marshall claimed the 
two "have promised to continue to cooperate with the state 
and assist us in 
our  incestigation.'' 
That investigation now centers around Tribble. Al-
though Marshall claimed that 
no
 deal was struck with Alan 
Goldstein,  
the lawyer representing both Gregg and Long. 
their testimony would apparently 
bolster  the state's case 
against Tribble. 
CHRISTMAS 
EMPLOYMENT  
Macys  
California
 will 
be 
accepting
 
applications  
and testing
 on 
campus for a variety of 
Christmas
 
positions.  
 Sales 
 
Stock
 
 Giftwrap 
From 11:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
in 
Business  
Classroom
 001 
WEDNESDAY,  OCT. 
22nd
 
Testing
 Times:
 
11:30 - 12:30 
2:00
 
-3:00  
12:45- 1:45 3:30-4:30
 
r.nc
 cys 
Sponsored by Career
 
Planning  & Placement. 
For more 
information
 call: 277-2272 
has a cut on his 
shin that will keep him 
out for the second 
consecutive
 contest. 
SJSU will finally get some
 play-
ing time from 
forward Allen Picchi. 
Picchi is the team's second
-leading
 
scorer, and has been out three weeks 
with an ankle 
injury. 
Things don't get easier after 
USF.  
The Spartans 
host  PSC opponent Cali-
fornia 
 which has 
been
 nationally 
ranked this 
season  Saturday. 
Playoff hopes for SJSU 
are vir-
tually gone, but Menendez
 said the 
squad will be 
playing  its last six games 
trying
 to keep the team's
 overall re-
cord above .500. 
"We're  shooting for a winning 
record, and a little 
pride,"  Menendez 
said.  
4   
Braces
 
are  forever . . . 
SMILES
 
are!  
The 
Orthodontist
 
or
 S3SU Students
 
Dr. Todd
 Walsh 
100 O'Connor Dr.  . San 
Jose  
292-1583  
T4D'
 
THE
 WINDOW 
TO
 YOUR
 
FUTURE 
Macintosh  
Plus
 $1399 
$63/mont
 h* 
Macintosh
 512k
 Enhanced
 
$1055  or
 
$48/month 
\NUM 
Sl'ARTA
 
N 
1 
OOKSTOU
 
SPARTAN 
I 
' 
Service
 
ies  our 
Major 
'Ni, 
down 
payment
 
neces,ai
 
k AILABLE AT 
THE COMPUTER/ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT 
Macintosh
 is a trademark
 of 
McIntosh
 
Laboratory,  
Inc. 
and is used 
with 
express  permission
 of its owner. 
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Faculty
 
digs
 
deep  into
 
shallow
 
lottery
 pot 
By Frank 
Michael  Russell 
Daily
 
staff writer 
SJSU 
faculty and staff have asked for 
more than
 12 
times 
the 
amount of money avail-
able in this year's 
first  round of distributing lot-
tery 
funds.  
More than
 $3.3 million in 
requests  have 
been 
received  for money
 available in 
a 
$256.200  campus
-discretionary
 fund, said 
Ar-
lene 
Okerlund,  interim 
academic vice 
presi-
dent. 
"The 
funds  are definitely 
needed." Oker-
lund 
said
 at Monday's 
meeting  of the 
Aca-
demic 
Senate.
 
The money is part of 
$1.7 million in lot-
tery funds
 designated to SJSU
 and $36.3 mil-
lion budgeted throughout
 the California 
State  
University  
system.  
The requests are scheduled to be consid-
ered by the senate's 
Budget Review Committee 
at 
its meeting tomorrow, said Gregg
 Rose,  a 
student
 
member  of the 
committee  
The 
committee
 is 
considering  
about  
150  
proposals
 for use of the
 
mone
 . 
Rose said. 
The 
budget  committee 
will
 submit recom-
mendations on 
what it  believes 
are the best re-
quests to 
SJSU President
 Gail Fullerton,
 he 
said.  
Under
 the plan
 the senate
 approved
 last 
month 
for  distributing
 the money.
 Fullerton 
will  then send 
the university's
 final requests
 for 
the money to 
the CSU 
chancellor's  office. 
SJSU faces
 an Oct. 31 
deadline for 
pre-
paring  its plan for 
distributing  the 
funds.  
The  
senate,  
at
 its Oct. 6 
meeting, also
 ap-
proved  a plan for
 the 
distribution  
of
 $190,733
 
Abraham Haile Daily staff photographer 
Sophomore Wendy Messteri tries on some beads at the costume sale ending today 
Drama 
rummage
 sale 
offers used costumes 
RUMMAGE 
SALE,  from page I 
Students sign up to 
work at the sale and 
their organization 
receives a percentage 
of
 
the 
gross.
 The 1985 sale raked in 
about 
$400. Chugg said. 
This year, in addition to the regular 
costumes,  the dance department contributed 
some items. Tags are marked appropriately 
so the dance department will get its percent 
of the gross. she 
said. 
Chugg  said it all 
comes
 down to a 
space
 problem. The 
department does 
four to 
five productions
 a year and managing
 the 
costume 
buildup  becomes 
difficult, she 
said.
 
"I 
have
 this 
horrible
 space 
at the 
bot-
tom 
of the 
old  
Science
 
Building."  
Chugg  
said. 
"I have
 to sign
 a 
requisition
 and 
prac-
tically 
wear  an 
asbestos
 mask."
 
Chugg  
said  
she believes
 
many  
people  
may need costumes,
 especial] i his close to 
Halloween. Those individuals who habit-
ually 
ask  to borrow drama 
department 
cos-
tumes now have the chance to own ostenta-
tous onstage trappings. 
There
 are various 
reasons why 
Chugg 
will choose to 
sell a costume.
 
"It may not be made well enough for 
our purposes,
 the color may be too bright. 
there may be too high of a 
contrast for our 
lighting or it may have shrunk in the wash.' 
Chugg said.
 
Many  of the
 costumes
 are 
donated
 and 
are 
useful
 items, 
such as shoes
 and suits.
 
Chugg said.
 She said she
 looks at 
every-
thing 
that  is donated and gives tax
 write -oft, 
for 
the  items. 
Chugg 
said
 she will go 
through  the 
rest 
of the costumes after the sale, maybe keep-
ing some and giving the rest to 
a thrift store. 
Superintendent
 
calls  
for
 
quality
 
teachers
 
HONIG,  from 
page I 
their  
experiences
 and 
answer 
questions
 
from
 students
 about
 why 
they
 chose 
a 
career in 
education. 
Honig 
is
 also 
hoping  to 
attract 
un-
derrepresented
 
groups  
 such 
as 
women
 and 
minorities
  to 
the 
pro-
fession. 
Rodriguez  
said.  
"(Honig)  
is very 
interested
 in re-
flecting  the 
composition
 of 
this
 state," 
Rodriguez  
said. 
"California
 has a 
very 
diverse  
population,
 
and  we 
want 
this  
to be reflected." 
Rodriguez,  
who 
formerly
 taught
 
kindergarten
 
through  
12th 
grade  and 
is 
currently 
a 
counselor
 
with
 the 
CSU,  
stressed  
the 
importance
 of 
quality
 
edu-
cation
 through
 high 
school.
 
"We
 cannot
 let kids
 get 
through  
the 
12th 
grade  
level
 only 
to 
realize
 
they 
are 
not  
prepared
 to 
pursue 
a 
higher 
education,"
 Rodriguez
 said. 
Students 
must 
receive
 the best
 ed-
ucation 
they can
 at the 
secondary
 level 
so they
 can 
make  
choices
 about
 their 
lives
 and 
the 
opportunities
 offered
 
after
 
graduation
 
from
 high
 school,
 she 
added.
 
Many
 
things
 
contribute
 
to the 
un-
popularity
 
of 
the 
teaching
 
vocation,
 
Rodriguez 
said 
"Salary is a biggie," she ad-
mitted, but in comparison to the high 
level of respect teachers receive in 
other countries, Rodriguez said this 
issue 
may contribute to 
students'
 lack 
of interest
 in teaching. 
"In Mexico teachers are 
given 
the same level of respect as doctors 
and lawyers," she said. 
Changes in the 
attitudes
 of to-
day's 
teachers
 is also critical. Rodri-
guez 
said. 
"Burned out 
teachers won't go 
the extra
 mile and don't offer
 the cre-
ativity and stimulation
 needed in the 
teaching profession,"
 Rodriguez said. 
Students must see the profession 
as 
exciting  to be 
attracted
 to it, she 
said. 
"Education
 is the avenue to free-
ing ourselves,"
 Rodriguez said. 
The 
contribution  to 
society
 is crit-
ical in 
developing  the 
aspirations  of 
students
 from a very 
young  age. Ro-
driguez
 said. 
"If I 
hadn't  had one 
or two teach-
ers who
 saw something in 
me
 and saw 
that I had 
something to 
contribute, I 
wouldn't be 
where I am 
today."  
,THE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
LOTTERY
 
in 
lottery
 binds 
designated 
tor the hiring
 of 
"distinguished"
 faculty,
 including
 visiting 
professors, 
guest  lecturers 
and
 artists. 
The senate
 imposed
 a Nov. 
19 deadline
 
for the 
allocation 
of
 those 
funds,
 allowing
 time 
for the 
money  to be 
spent
 spring 
semester  
According 
to CSU 
lottery
-funding  
guidelines,  
the  money 
must  be used 
during this
 
academic
 year. 
Okerlund
 has 
said that 
next  year's
 lottery 
allocation
 to SJSU 
depends on 
how well 
the 
university uses its 1986-87 funds. 
At its meeting this week, the senate 
passed a resolution protesting 
what it consid-
ered 
unreasonably  tight deadlines and controls 
on lottery
 funding 
imposed  by the 
CSU system. 
Senate members expressed concerns dur-
ing both meetings
 that the deadlines discour-
aged faculty involvement in the use of lottery 
funds. 
In other budget matters,
 Executive Vice 
President J. Handel
 Evans told the senate
 that 
the university's
 final enrollment 
census con-
firmed 
that SJSU has 800 
more full -time -
equivalent 
students  than 
budgeted.  
While the 
1986-87 university budget as-
sumes  an FTF.S 
count of 
18,300,
 enrollment
 
stands at 19,100. 
The FTES  count is 
determined
 by taking 
the total 
number
 of units in 
which students
 are 
enrolled 
and dividing 
that number 
by
 IS, for 
budget 
purposes  a normal 
full-time  load. 
Most of the 
university's  budget
  includ-
ing funds
 for hiring faculty  
is based on for-
mulas that are 
generated  from the FTES 
count.  
Evans 
said  the 
CSU 
system  has
 not yet
 re-
ported 
on 
enrollment  
figures 
throughout
 the 
system.
 
For 
SJSU to receive additional funding 
from the state to cover 
the extra enrollment, the 
entire system would have to report an overen-
rollment of at least 2 
percent.
 Evans said. 
Fullerton said at her Oct. 8 news confer-
ence that SJSU may be 
forced to place a cap on 
student enrollment if the funding trends con-
tinue. 
Bradley 
says
 Duke  
starves
 
schools, 
feeds
 
contributors
 
BRADLEY , from 
page I 
educational  
demographics  
unit
 of the state
 
Board of 
Education, said 
Bradley's  
statistics  on 
classroom size 
''were about right."
 
Fulton
 added the
 state uses 
a different 
method,
 calculating
 all 
degreed
 personnel,
 
which makes
 a much 
lower  ratio. 
He said he 
could 
not comment
 on spending
 figures 
per 
pupil.
 
Another estimate from 
Mary Lou 
Schmidt, 
spokeswoman
 for the state Board of 
Education,
 said the state's student -teacher ratio 
was 28 to I. placing California 
49th
 in the na-
tion
 in student -teacher ratio. 
Bradley. 
calling  the 
incumbent 
"Duckme-
jian." told the 
excited  crowd of 
students  that 
his 
opponent  has ducked every 
debate offer, re-
fused campus appearances
 and spent more than
 
$ I million on a 
TV campaign. 
"Votes
 in California
 are not 
for sale," 
Bradley declared.
 "I want you 
and  the rest of 
California  to take 
this
 campaign into
 your own 
hands..
 ' 
Aside from 
education,  Bradley talked 
about  
the importance
 of 
Proposition  65, the 
toxic!, initiative, and he 
accused his opponent 
of catering to 
special -interest 
groups.  
Bradley said the 
governor has 
mans
 
friends
 in 
the toxic, 
insurance
 and oil 
industries
 
whit
 
Ii
 
have
 donated huge 
sums to 
Deukmeii
 
ans campaign. 
Lipper.
 the governors press
 deputy, dis-
missed the assertion.
 
"Deukmejian has received
 several comp-
aign 
contributions  from 
industries  all over the 
state," she 
said.  "How do you decide
 who is a 
toxic
 polluter?" 
Sounding a 
familiar note, 
Bradley  also 
cited his 
leadership abilities
 in bringing the 
1984 Olympic 
Games  to Los Angeles
 without 
"using
 a penny of 
taxpayer's money"
 and 
making a 
profit
 of $225.000. 
In 
1980. 
Bradley
 lost to 
Deukmejian  by 
43.345
 vote,. the 
closest 
gubernatorial
 race in 
state histors
 
Fullerton
 
redirects
 
harassment
 
cases  
to different office
 
for  
investigation
 
HARASSMENT, from page I 
bring MU in line with most of the 
California  
State University system campuses, he said. 
Federal 
and state 
regulations
 have made it 
clear that sexual harassment is an affirmative -
action concern, Fullerton 
said.  
CSU Executive Order 345 requires that 
each campus implement
 a sexual harassment 
plan by stating who is responsible for investi-
gating complaints, she said. 
The executive order defines  sexual ha-
rassment as behav ior including "sexual ad-
vances, 
requests
 
or sexual favors, and other 
verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature 
directed 
toward  an employee, student or appli-
cant" when circumstances
 including the liii-
lowing
 
are present: 
 
Submission
 or 
toleration  is a 
term  of 
employment,
 admission 
or academic 
evalua-
tion.  
 
Submission  or rejection is considered 
in 
iflaking an academic
 evaluation or personnel 
decision.
 
 The conduct affects  an employee's 
work performance or a student's academic per 
formance
 or creates a hostile or adverse 
env  i 
ronment.  
American writer 
kidnapped,  
Beirut  
 
orgamzation says 
BEIRUT. Lebanon 1,AP)
 .An underground group said 
yesterday
 it had kidnapped an 
American  writer of children's 
hooks, claiming the long-time
 resident of Beirut was 
a spy for 
the United States 
and Israel. 
A 
handwritten statement in Arabic 
purportedly from the 
Revolutionary Justice 
Organization
 said it had abducted Ed-
ward Austin Tracy, 
55,  of Rutland Vt.. one 
of a few Americans 
who stayed in 
Moslem west Beirut 
despite
 
the kidnapping 
of 60 
foreigners there since 
January  1984. 
Seven  Americans 
are among the 
20
 kidnapped 
foreigners  
who still are 
missing in Lebanon. The
 Revolutionary Justice 
Organization,
 which is 
believed  to be made 
up
 of Shiite Mos-
lems loyal to 
Iran,  earlier claimed to 
have kidnapped another
 of 
the seven 
Americans and three
 Frenchmen. 
Yesterday's brief
 statement was 
delivered to a 
Western 
news 
agency
 in west Beirut.
 It did not say where
 or when Tracy 
was kidnapped. 
State
-run
 Beirut radio 
quoted  police 
sources
 it did not 
identify
 as saying he 
disappeared  Friday. 
Accompanying
 the 
Revolutionary
 Justice statement
 was a 
color
 photograph of 
Tracy  showing him 
from the waist up 
with 
a rough heard
 and wearing a blue 
shirt.  He stared dully at the 
camera. 
A photocopy
 of the first page 
of
 his American 
passport,  
also sent
 with the 
statement,
 gave his 
birth date as 
Nov.  20, 
1930. 
SMILE
 
AND
 
SAY
 
"BRIE"
 
If you're
 going 
to
 France 
or anywhere
 
else 
that 
requires
 a 
passport,  
come
 to 
Kinko's 
first.  We 
make
 
professional
 
passport
 photos 
at prices 
that
 will make
 
YOU
 say 
"ooh
-la -la." 
kinkois 
310  South 
Third 
Street  
(across  from 
McDonald's)
 
Mon
-Fri: 7 
am -9 pm 
Sat: 
10 am -6 
pm
 
295-4336 
Fhe university 
keeps investigations
 of 
sexual
 harassment cases 
confidential, or on a 
"need -to -know" 
basis, Henry said. 
Only a small number of 
people the in-
vestigator,  the person who
 has been accused of 
harassment and 
university  administrators such 
as Fullerton. the executive 
vice  president and 
the academic vice president 
would be aware 
of the 
case.  Henry said. 
Only the university
 administrator can de-
cide if the results 
of
 an investigation call for 
any disciplinary action. 
SatTold  said. 
At that point, it becomes
 a personnel mat-
ter. and the
 university cannot comment on the 
specific case, he said. 
WEDNESDAY
 
NIGHT 
COCKTAIL COCKTAIL
 
PARTY
 
 Well 
Drinks
 
 Tap Beer 
All 
75c  

Wine
 
 Hors 
D'oeuvres
 (5pm-8pm) 
750 
The  Pruneyard 
Campbell 
371-3801
 
DECORATE
 
YOUR
 
Apartment,
 
Dorm  
Rooms,
 or 
Home 
Bars 
 
Also
 Great
 as 
Presents
  
CALL 
TODAY
 
(408)
 
296-0483
 
(After
 
4:30
 pm) 
(During
 
day leave
 a 
message)
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Dan Holley, 
associate  biology 
professor,
 
tells 
the  heart and its functions.  The 
children
 
from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. 
at
 SJSU as part of a 
kids
 fr   Santa Clara County schools about study science 
every  Wednesday afternoon six -week Continuing Education 
program.  
Children  
explore 
science
 
at
 
SJSU 
By Brian
 Fedrow
 
Daily 
staff 
writer  
Undergraduate 
(Aux
 
anon  
takes 
011 a 
whole 
new 
meaning
 Wednesday artemxtris
 in Duncan 
Hall.
 
That's 
when  a group of 
elementary  
school 
kids invade SJSI  to learn about
 science topics like 
physics.  biology 
and 
geology
 . 
111%1:1\1i) 
for 
Kids"  is a 
six
-week
 course
 
for Santa Clara 
County  
youths in 
grades  three 
to 
five to 
introduce  them to 
aspects
 
of university
 life. 
The  program, developed by Continuing
 Edu-
cation Program Planner 
Nancy  Brown, mirrors 
one
 at 
Ohio
 
University
 and started three years 
ago  
to get kids interested
 in science and SJSU. 
"There are plenty of programs for the gifted 
after school." she said. "(But) any child who has 
an 
interest or is excited about science 
can come 
to 
University for Kids (whether gifted or not)." 
Brown said the idea of the program is to en-
courage children front area school districts to 
conic to SJSU. meet the faculty and give an over -
View of the diversity of science. 
"And 
most important,
 that learning can be 
fun.'' she said. 
The science program, which costs $35. runs 
in both fall and spring semesters and is limited to 
25 kids per class. Each class has one parent volun-
teer to 
help  keep the kids under control and to 
is 
Ach  
the class in action. 
Brown said each one -hour lab class focuses 
on a different branch of science and is taught by a 
different SJSU instructor. Brown said she has re-
cruited IS 
instructors.
 
She said the instruelors enjoy the 
youthful cu-
riosity
 of the 
students.  
The 
prolessors  live 
it. 
she 
said. "They 
said if their graduate students had the same enthu-
'Maybe they'll tell their 
science 
teachers something 
they 
learned
 at SJSU.' 
Nancy Brown, 
Continuing education 
program planner 
siasm, they'd 
be
 a lot happier." 
Besides 
professors,  associate professors 
and
 
graduate students
 also instruct the 
youngsters on 
topics like "Fooled 
By Our Senses," in 
which 
kids try and 
identify  smells 
from
 sealed cups 
and 
find 
out why hitting the 
funny bone makes 
a ting-
ling sensation. 
Another 
session,  "Have a Heart" 
taught
 by 
Associate
 Biology Prof. Dan 
Holley, introduced 
the students to the 
many
 functions of the 
heart.  
Brown
 said they like the 
chance  to have an electro-
cardiogram 
(ECG)
 
hooked  up to 
monitor
 their 
heart
 activities. The 
kids
 got to keep a 
"souve-
nir," a printout
 of their ECG. 
Nine -year -old Noah 
Ullah, from Morgan 
Hill, said the size
 of SJSU amazed him.
 "1 think 
it's kind of 
weird," he said of 
massive
 Duncan 
Hall. Ullah 
said he plans to 
attend  college 
some-
day but 
can't nail down 
a major just yet.
 
"I
 sort of like 
science,  though."
 he said. 
"That's why 
I signed up for the 
class."  
Brown said 
"University
 for Kids" attracts 
students
 from all over
 the county, 
including
 Gilroy 
and Palo Alto. 
She  said it's 
heartening
 that parents 
will 
actually  bring their 
children  so far to 
learn
 at 
SJSU. 
"What I've seen 
also 
is a lot 
of
 fathers
 
who  
take the afternoon
 off to be with 
their kids,' she 
said. 
Jim 
Beck, director of 
Extended Education,
 
said the program has 
been so popular that 
extra 
sections have
 to be added. 
"Kids leave with a 
real positive reaction
 of 
the university." 
Beck  said. "Even 
parents  say, 
'Gee,  do you think I could  
sit in on the class' be-
cause they want
 to see 
what
 
goes
 
on...  
Beck's  son Jason, 
who attends
 the 
Country 
School of Almaden,
 said learning about 
science is 
fun. 
"Last week,  we had a piece of paper with 
three different colors and we stared 
at
 them." he 
explained. "Then we looked at a white piece of 
paper and still saw the colors and we found out our 
(eye) 
receptors
 got 
tired." 
Brown said the final
 class session this 
semes-
ter on Nov. 
12 will be a field trip to 
the Indepen-
dence 
High School 
Planetarium,  where 
the  kids 
and parents can 
learn  about the 
motions  of planets 
and view 
the latest NASA 
photography. 
She  said 
the six -week 
program  will give the kids 
an
 edge in 
their
 regular science 
classes
 in elementary 
school.
 
"Hopefully,
 this will 
be
 a supplement
 to 
what
 they learn at 
school,"  Brown 
said.  "Maybe 
they'll tell 
their science 
teachers
 something 
they
 
learned at 
SJSU." 
Besides science, "University for Kids" also 
offers a Monday afternoon program in theater arts. 
Brown said the children participate as actors in 
theater games and tour the University Theane,  
seeing the stage. props, costumes and lighting. 
They also learn, rehearse and perform a  radio 
script, 
and  then come hack two weeks later to act it 
out. There is also a session on "movement" 
which Brown
 
won't
 call "dance." She 
quipped, 
"If we call it dance, none of the boys would sign 
Nun 
dolls
 
to 
preserve
 
memories
 
ELMIll
 RS r. Ill. (API
 A sub 
urban 
businessman  
says he's 
trying
 to 
preserve 
his childhood
 memories
 ot 
nuns and 
some of the Roman 
Catholic 
Church's 
tradition  by 
marketing  his 
Genuine 
Nun Dolls. 
"People like 
doll collectors 
and 
men and women
 who were educated 
by
 nuns buy 
them,"  said 
Tom
 Cho 
lewa,  
who said he had sold about 
500
 
of the 18
-inch dolls with 
authentic. 
old-fashioned
 habits 
during the 
past  
year. 
"They're 
as
 original as we can 
get them." Cholewa 
said recently 
"The doll costumes
 are sewn by a tai 
lor. Each one 
is
 a work of art. They 
could never
 he made
 on an 
assembly  
line."
 
The dolls,
 selling by mail order 
for $89.95, 
have  received 
enthusiastic
 
support
 from nuns around the 
country.  
Cholewa 
said.  
"The 
sisters
 have 
been
 very help-
ful." said 
the 32 -year
-old entrepre-
neur. 
"They're
 pretty 
excited about
 it 
themselves. They've 
also 
shown
 
us 
everything 
from  where 
they
 wear a pin 
to how to fold
 the garment." 
The dolls 
on display
 at his 
com-
pany depict 
such 
religious
 orders 
as 
the 
Little  Sisters 
of 
the Poor,
 the 
School 
Sisters  
of 
St.  
Francis
 and 
the 
Sisters of Loretto. He said 
the 
dolls
 
representing the 
Daughters
 of 
Charity  
have sold briskly 
because of that or-
der's 
distinctive  cornet, or 
headdress. 
'Everyone likes it 
because  it re-
sembles 
the one 
Sally  
Field  
wore  on 
the 
television show, 'The Flying 
Nun,'" 
Cholewa
 said. 
"It's 
complicated  
though.
 It 
must 
have taken us SO tries to get it just 
right." 
Cholewa, who grew up in a Pol-
ish Catholic family in a west Chicago 
suburb,
 said he hoped eventually
 to 
have dolls dressed in the
 habits of all 
of the estimated 1.8130
 Catholic wom-
en's religious 
orders,
 and is consid-
ering  priest dolls,  as 
well.  
-411-41.-apt
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"The Aspen Winter
 Conference 
& 
Festival
 on 
Theatre  & 
Film"
 
January 4 - 23.1987 
(1. 2. or 3 week feffionn 
I 
eminarr.  
workrhopr.
 and 
rpecial eventy,
 
open to the 
public,  with college
 credit
 
avail
 
able. 
Program  of over 200 film 
and  
theate,
 
prerentationr. 
WRITE 
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5oH 
12346.  fIrpen Colorado 8160 
303-925-2621  or 925-6360 
°Reduced rates for 
housing & skills 
also 
available.  
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Pulitzer
 
recipient
 
failed
 
physics
 
class
 
By
 Gene 
Johnson
 Jr. 
Daily 
staff writer 
Pulitzer Prize winner 
Douglas  
Hofstadter first began
 his career with 
the idea 
of following in the 
footsteps  
of his 
Nobel  
Prize-winning
 father.
 
"I began as a child thinking I 
would  
become 
a 
physicist.  My father 
was a physicist 
and still is." 
Hofstadter
 said, 
explaining  that his fa-
ther 
Robert Hofstadter won the
 Nobel 
Prize in 1961 for 
discovering  the struc-
ture 
of protons and neutrons. 
Hofstadter spoke 
at a Society of 
Student 
Physicists  meeting before ap-
proximately 125 people Saturday on 
"Irrational Magnetism, or the Saga of 
the Misfit Physicist". 
Hofstadter said he didn't do well 
in high school
 physics and decided he 
was better at math. 
"When I went to college at Stan-
ford (in 1963) I majored in math," he 
said. He 
said he was also required to  
take
 physics. 
Hofstadter said 
he failed a phys-
ics course and the lab that supplements 
the course. 
"Those are the two unique 'F's' 
in my entire career,"
 Hofstadter said. 
He 
said he needed to 
take the 
course
 again in order to graduate. A 
year and half later he did. 
"I never 
worked  so hard in my 
life on any course." 
Holstadter
 said. 
"That was truly
 the most work 1 ever
 
put into anything." 
Hofstadter said he received an 
"A -" in the 
course  which inspired 
him to change his field 
of
 study to 
physics. 
"My favorite subject (math)
 
didn't seem 
to interest me," 
Hofstadter 
said. 
Because of 
his  "A minus mas-
tery" 
in physics he said he decided
 to 
attend the 
University  of Oregon's 
graduate 
school to study 
physics  in 
1968. 
"I entered 
graduate  school and 
quickly went 
through the undergrad-
uate 
physics
 courses," Hofstadter
 
said. "I worked hard." 
His interest in physics and math-
ematics led him in 1980 to write his 
Pulitzer Prize winning book "Code!, 
Escher, Bach: An Eternal Golden 
Braid," in which Hofstadter attempts 
to tie together music, art and math-
ematics. 
I 
began
 
as 
a 
child
 
thinking
 
I 
would
 
become
 
a 
physicist.'
 
 
Douglas
 
Hofstadter,
 
Pulitzer  
Prize
 
winner  
As 
a result
 of his 
research
 in 
artif-
ical 
intelligence
 
at the 
University
 
of 
Indiana 
in 
Bloomington,
 
Hoftstader
 
said 
he 
accepted
 a 
position
 in the 
psy-
chology
 
department  
at the 
University
 
of 
Michigan
 to 
study  
human  
under-
standing. 
Also  
speaking
 
at
 the 
Society
 
of
 
Student
 
Physicists
 
meeting
 
was  
Larry  
Colin,  
chief
 of the 
Space
 
Science
 
Divi-
sion
 of 
the 
National
 
Aeronautics
 
and 
Space 
Administration's
 
future
 in 
space  
exploration.
 
Colin  
introduced
 
a new 
long-
range
 space
 
program
 
which 
includes
 a 
permanent
 
orbiting space 
station
 and 
operation
 of 
low-cost  
transporation
 ve-
hicles 
by 1999. 
"There's  a lot of 
Steven
 Spiel' 
berg movies made
 out of this (the 
long-range space program)." 
Colin  
said.
 
Colin  said 
the  
Challenger
 tragedy
 
has slowed
 down 
the  space 
program  
but  he still 
thinks there
 will be 
an
 un-
manned 
mission 
to Mars 
in cooper-
ation  with 
Russian  
scientists
 by 1994.
 
Colin 
also said 
that
 the Ulysses
 
Mission  in 
cooperation
 with 
the  Euro-
pean space
 program 
will
 be resched-
uled from 
1987 to 
1990.  
Colin said he saw 
this
 as possibly 
increasing 
world  cooperation. "It 
means Americans 
will be the leaders," 
he said. 
Colin also said
 Congress needs to 
appropriate  more money for the space 
program.  
"It's hard 
to have a robust space 
program with a budget like this ($37 
billion
 per year)," Colin said. "We 
(NASA) hope Congress will appropri-
ate more money." 
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Yesterdaily
 
Campus  
SJSU 
plans to 
petition
 
the state to 
withhold  income tax 
returns from 
individuals
 who 
do
 not pay 
outstanding
 univer-
sity  debts
 within
 12 
days.  
The 
Associated
 Students
 want to 
revise the 
homecom-
ing rules
 so 
the '117
 
homecoming
 
committee
 can be 
formed  
by
 the 
middle  
of
 next 
month.
 
The
 
committee
 can 
better  plan 
for the 
event  if the 
date  
is moved
 up,
 
said
 
Daniel
 Larke.
 A.S. 
director  of 
commu-
nity 
affairs.  
The 116
 Homecoming
 
committee
 formed
 seven months 
late  and 
lost  the 
sponsorship
 of 
Bottomley  
Distributing
 Co..
 
which 
had 
provided  
$3.000  for 
homecoming
 week
 the three
 
previous years. 
 
The
 
inconvenience  
to 
students
 
caused
 by 
Rec 
Center
 
construction
 will stay
 the same
 for the
 next six 
weeks, 
said 
Randal 
Russ,  
Roebbelen  
Construction
 
project
 
manager.  
About 
15 workers
 are now 
on campus
 for the
 construc-
tion. At some point,
 
however,
 
the crew 
could  
he 
as big as 
100, Russ
 said. 
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Another sleepness night
 for Sheldon. The 
reason: the
 same old nagging, 
worldwide, 
unsolvable  
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Classified
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
ADULT (XXX)
 CLASSIFIED
 MAGAZINE
 
FREE! 
Call 
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(recording)
 
to get your
 copy. 24 hrs 
FREE  
AMATEUR
 RADIO 
OPERATORS!!  The
 
SJSU
 Amateur
 Redlo 
Club  wants 
you! 
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BUGS FOR 
SALE.'  San Jose 
s best 
BUGS. All guaranteed"! 100% U-
nending,
 OAC Call VW Restore
 
lion at 297-8200 
5200 discount on 
vehicle 
purchme  w univ
 I 
'77 DATSUN
 B210 with new clutch. 
brand new brakes
 
00 911 four tires
 
Only 
$900 Call 972-8098 after 
611^1 
'71 OATSUN 
510 automatic good
 
condition. 5599 Cali 295-1889 
COMPUTERS 
APPLE MACINTOSH
 USERS Rent 
time 
on  LaserWriter 
Plus  
printer 
Wordprocessing
 end 
straight typing 
services also Call 
DAYSTAR at 
358-7717 Pickup 
end delivery.  
Reasonable  rates, 
quality
 work. 
COMPUTER
 EASE Computer time or 
private Instruction on the IBM PC 
In Wordstar. wordperiect 
writing
 
assistant  or professional editor 
South San 
Jose
 home Afternoon 
classes only 227-1990 
DISK TO DISK
 CONVERSIONS 
IBM MS-DOS CPU ALTOS 
Portsbles-OSBORN.TRS-80 
Over 500 Disk formats 
$1400 a disk Word Pro 
cessors-Mag Tapes 
Prompt Service PU 
& Delivery 
Creative Data hero' 
Ices. 14081866.6080  
IBM XT COMPATIBLE, 256k.
 2 drives.  
monitor, keyboard. MG P. 5695 
640K. 20MB hard disk
 
drive 
monitor, keyboard. SICI9S Dot 
matrix 
printer.
 $240
 Letter quai-
nt/.
 
6295
 One block from campus 
404 S 3rd 
St.
 #2
 
corner of San 
Salvador  PC-COM, 295-1606 
FOR  SALE 
FUTONS!.
 Outality cotton products 
Create your
 own living & sleeping
 
space with our futons 
pillows 
and frames 
Custom Futons 5 PO 
lows Plus. 302 El Pea. 
Shopping 
Center
 (at Saratoga & Campbell
 
Ayes). San Jose. 
376-5646  10% 
discount
 on Futons with this ad 
I SELL ONLY ONE model
 end sloe 
1231 of bike,
 but you can 
own 
new 12 -speed for 
less  then
 
585 
DAM 
Bicycle  Sales offers low 
cost trensportation
 needs for the 
student 
30
 day guarantee
 Ail 
sales finel Call 
Days 942.7736 
Eves 293-4760
 651  for Joe 
WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES, Bor-
row them torn 
us,  Real Estate 
MotivetIonal
 Sales & Business
 
home-study 
courses
 Hundreds 
to choose 
from, We'll also accept
 
sny used courses
 for credit to. 
ward the 
mental  fee 
UNLIMITED
 
borrowing The 
Seminar Library 
(8001
 624-2222
 x 132 
HELP 
WANTED
 
BE YOUR OWN BOSS 
FT or PT, .11 
Mg popular fragrances & 
related 
products 
No investment.
 225-
2345 
EASY 
MONEY. If you are
 wall 
Thanksgiving  ark for 10 hrs max 
call Gall at 279-3879 for 
details
 
FED , STATE & 
CIVIL SVC 
JOBS  
034' 
75710 
$57,765 yr 
Now  hiring, call 
JOB LINE 
at 
1.516-459-3611
 e F  
296 for listing 24HR  
11061EWORKERS WNTD NOW, Top 
Pay.
 
work  at home 
Collage 
indult-
Mee
 
at (405) 360-4062 day wm. 
JESSICA'.
 DISCO. 1001 S 1st SI 
needs 
welter  ess, bartenders. DJ 
Cell 297.7272 279-8883
 for 
Into
 
JOBS. JOBS, JOBS. 
Ideal for stu. 
dents  Join our 
marketing
 staff 
Take new end
 renewsl magazine 
orders by phone Mon 
thru
 Weds 
& Set & Sun 
Outlanding  morning 
potential
 Call 3709090  
LOOKING FOR PART TIME work, 
Togo's 
at
 000
 N First
 St 
is
 bring 
for day time positions
 Pim. call 
287-4570
 or inquire within 
McDONALD'
 NOW HIRING, Premium 
(Ay, hour.
 flexible around
 school 
schedule Two
-five  days. 10-35 
hrs wit Interviews 
M.F 
3-4pm 
Contact  Mike or 
Lucy
 at 359-3095  
15475
 
Los Gatos Bled 
PART
 & 
FULL TIME 
RETAIL 
HELP,  Na. 
lion& limn 
preparing for
 
Christmas
 work and 
samender 
break 
wort if accepted
 you will 
earn 
$9 25 starting,
 Part time (20)
 
earnings
 per week
 equal 
S185
 
Full 
(40)
 
earnings
 
per  week equal 
S370 No 
experience is 
needed be-
cause
 of our intensive
 on the lob 
training 
program 
Good  math 
end  
reading
 skills
 
.re.
 plus 
Some 
evening 
and weekend
 positions 
are 
available  and some
 flexibility 
is 
allowed during 
final  mann in 
addition. if 
you  qualify, 
corporate
 
scholarship.
 are awarded. 
inter. 
mini.
 are possible 
end you may 
earn
 2.3.4 credits
 per quarter 
or 
semester
 During your winter. 
spring,
 and especially 
summer  
f   
full tine 
work
 is available 
Call today or 
information  and 
an
 
Interview 
or cell Mondsy 
through 
Friday
 between 
10
 AM.2 PM 
14081 
275-9885 If 
the line is 
busy, 
please
 be patient and fry 
again 
An 
equal opportunity
 company 
PART TIME
 JOBS. We 
market auto 
club 
memberships
 for the maior
 
oil companies 
Parl-tims
 easy 
hours,  weekly 
paychecks $7 to 
015 hourly
 commision. 
complete
 
training 
provided Great 
experi-
ence for your 
resume R C SmIth 
Corp .247-0570 
PLAY BY 
DAY  work close to 
campus  
by night Make 
up to SIO hr.  3 
nights weak
 Call Deb Antley 
SJSU
 Annual Fund. 
277-9206  be-
tween 3-5prn 
on
 weekdays 
RECREATION  INSTRUCTORS
 
WANTED! 
Can  you teach  leisure 
or Illness
 class? Can you
 
leaden
 
outdoor trip? A.S 
Leisure Sera -
Ices seeks independent contrac-
tors for spring semester.
 510-
S15 hr 
Call  277-2656 or stop in 
next
 
to the Pub 
STUDENT ASSISTANT 
CLERICAL  po-
sition 
in Student Activities 4. 
Services Office. Must be currently 
enrolled, have good 
communica-
tion 
Wills.  type 45 wpm. 
$4 50 54.90 hr 15-20 Ws wk 
Apply CAF Bldg.. 
277-2197  Dead-
line for 
applying  1030.  
STUDENT UNION 
JOB!.  Maintenance 
assistant Painting. elm work, 
carpentry. etc 
55 hr Apply
 
at Stu-
dent Union Director Office  
TEACHERS & AIDES
 for preschool 
1.6 SJ urea 6 ECE units preferred 
14081  
723.1131  
TEACHERS  FOR SMALL professional 
preach.' with caring 
atmo-
sphere Need ECE, enthusiasm 
end
 creativity Flexible 
hours & 
friendly staff Little 
Scholars  Pre-
school 238.1474 or 274-4726 
TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART 
TIME We are looking for a few 
outspoken people to sell 
eh
 time 
This
 position requires a good 
voice 
end.
 strong desire to make 
money 
Cali Mrs Green at 377-
3800
 
TELEPHONE SALES-part tirne Sell 
subscrIption to the 
Mercury -
News Guaranteed  04
 50 hr plus 
commission Shills 9AM-1PM or 
4 30PM-8 30PM. Mon -Fri plus
 
Sat Call today (408) 983-11100 
THOROUGH
 
HOUSEKEEPER
 
NEEDED to help female student 
clean customer s homes Trensp 
furnished Cell 279-3398 
HOUSING 
AFFORDABLE HOUSING,' STUDENT 
DISCOUNT Fully furnished,  se 
cure end 
sale
 rooms, FREE utili-
ties and housekeeping service 
Reasonable rates -shared or sin-
gle avelleble Walking distance to 
San Jose State Office 72 N 5th 
ST. 
996-0234  
APT AVAILABLE, 10th & 
Williams
 
2bdrrn. 2 bth.
 prkg . lop floor,
 
quiet
 apt .5550 mo 
297-7554  
QUIET 
UN -F ROOMS close to 
101. 15 
mins Inn SJSU Washer, dryer. 
share utilities, 
non-smokers  
5315 mo.,
 call 729-6671 
after  Open 
ROOMMATE 
WANTED to 
Mere  large 
private 
duplex  neer 
Blossom
 Hill, 
5325  Call Tom
 
at
 972-8744 
ROOMMATE  
WANTED  
Non-smoking
 
ferrule
 to snare 
quiet 4 bdrm 
home In 
Campbell w 2 female sit, 
dents  & teacher
 $275 me  share
 
utilities
 Phone Dan
 at 377.1654 
after 
lipm
 
1920 s 
CLASSIC.  1 bdrrn w 
bonus rm 
Must be clean. 
quiet  & sober 
551  
S 6th
 St. single
 $450
 
double 
5475 Call 
Robert 287.7077 
after 
Spm
 
PERSONAL  
BACKACHE',  
Free  examination 
& 
cure
 as mot of  
research  project 
It
 you have had low beck
 min for 
more then 6 
months  & are 20-55 
yrs  old, please call 
Pointer  Col-
lege of Chiropractic -West at 14011 
244-9907
 est 
401 
FEMALE
 
COMPANION
 WANTED  
to 
live  wIth 
sincere
 
handicapped
 
men 
Meese  call Brian
 at 298-
2306 
HILLEL 
JEWISH 
STUDENT
 
ASSOCIA-
TION. 
Shabbal  
dinners,
 parties, 
Sunday
 brunches
 lectures,
 Tues-
day  Lunch 
end 
Learn,"
 lemell
 
dancing,
 holiday 
oelobretions
 
For 
InformstIon
 coil
 MINN Si 
294-
11311 
LEARN
 
RUSSIAN  
FROM A 
NATIVE 
We 
otter  an 
intensive 
Be
 10 wk 
course,
 
Indwdl  or
 
group
 01.8110.0 
For 
more  
into 
cell 993.3730 
NATIONAL GAY-SI contact club. 111  . 
men and women ConfkMntal, low 
rates 
Send SASE to NOGG. 
P0
 
Box 287131.K.
 San Joss Ca 
95159 
NEED 100 
OVERWEIGHT  PEOPLE to 
try new herbal weight 
control  pro-
gram No drugs no exercise 
100°.
 guarenteed 
Call (4081 245-
7503 
PENPALS FOR GROWN-UPS melt-
able worldwide
 Details from Pen 
Society, IC 161, Chorley,  LANCS. 
PFI7.4BS, England 
PROFESSORS EXAM FILES meltable 
for Engineering (8 required 
courses in CE. 
EE. ME and Mat 
Engr1. FIT. Calculus. 
Chemistry
 
e nd Physics Available
 
at 
Spartan
 
Bookstore & 
Roberts Book Stara 
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMA-
NENTLY.  Confidential, 335 S 
Baywood Ave . San Jose Call 
247.7486 for appointment 
VINCE ANDRADAMIAPPY 21s1 
BIRTHDAY' So what,
 big deal - 
who dares -J K Nab. you're  
great guy and you have  greet 
body 
Lou.
 KEGELS 
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian
 Cen-
ter Sunday-Luthersn 10:45 am, 
Catholic 400 and BOO pm Please 
call Campus 
Ministry  et 298-0204 
for worship.counseling.progrems
 
and study 
opportunities Rev 
Natalie 
Shires,Fr Bob Leger.Sr 
Joan Paull.,  Rev Norb rim. 
babe,
 
SERVICES
 
A LITTLE 
SOPHISTICATION NAIL 
SALON We do acrylic nails 
sr Me. pedicures & manicures 
Students & faculty receive 10^. 
off ell services Just mention our 
Pd Call for .m0197169297 
BARE FT ALL!!
 Stop shaving,  waxing, 
tweezing Lot me permanently re 
move your unwanted hair 
(chin. 
bikini. tummy 
moustache,  back, 
shoulders. etc) 15% 
&mounts
 to 
students and faculty Call 
before  
Christmas. 1988 
& get your I& 
appt of 
1 2 price Unwanted heir 
disappears with my 
care  Gwen C 
Cheigren, B E 
Call 559-3500, for 
appt
 . 1645 S Bascom Ave 
AC 
HAIR TODAY 
GONE
 TOMORROW 
EE's IFS!, IS 
THAT
 DESIGN pro)ect  
due  & you have no 
resources
 for 
Ideas
 or what to build? 
SIN Elec-
tronics Is 
committed  to offering 
low  
cost 
electronic
 
icomponent)
 
& computer information
 needs for 
the student
 Call Days 942-7736 
Eves 293-4780 ask for Joe 
IMMIGRATION 
ATTORNEY  will con-
sult with SJSU student for 30 min-
utes FREE Practice 
limited  to all 
aspects of immigretion
 and natu-
ralization  law Office 
located 
*Min 10 minutes from
 cornpu 
Call 
Robert Ng at (408) 289-8400 
loran
 appointment 
PERMANENT 
HAIR REMOVAL for 
men and women SpetIsi 
rate  with 
faculty or student I D 
Private & 
confidential
 Weekdays. evening. 
& Saturday Sunnymle 
Electroly.  
e ls Center, Koll 
Business  Perk at 
Hwy 101 & N Fairoats  
Are
 
(4011)  
734-3115  
PRESTO  CLEANING & SERVICES
 
Homes, offices
 carpets & win-
dows (408)284-309g 289-6025 
PROFESSIONAL 
RESEARCH
 for writ-
ers. 
wholes,
 and public Michels 
Specielizing
 in historical, politi. 
cal, biographical 
topics Student 
discounts available For free Into, 
write CLO, 6033-8 Maims 
Lens 
Columbia 
MD
 21045 
RUNNERS, ATHLETES!,
 Deep tissue 
muscle 
work for
 
an extrs  compet-
itive  edge and 
increased  elk. 
deny Call 
Richard
 at 272-8345 
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL
 PLAN 
Enroll now,
 Save your teeth, 
eyes  
and money too For 
informelion
 
and brochure
 see A 5 Office or 
call 
(408)371-8811 
STUDENTS.
 TEACHERS,. Send 
today 
for unique booklet, filled 
with 
.rvIceable
 information about 
censure
 
5 career 
opportunities.  
S2.00 Write to Mon Awl,  Box 
11587F B Harrisburg.
 Pa 17108  
TYPING 
AARDVARKS 
DON'T TYPE. but I 
do,  
Theses, dissertations,
 report. 
Eight page minimum, 
six months 
free
 disk storage
 
Online word 
processing  ask for 
Joys at 266 
1029 
A 
BEAUTIFUL PAPER every 
time Ex. 
portended
 
professional word 
pro. 
ceasing papers theses re 
t omes. office 
oveHlovr.maIlIngs 
newsletters Student DIcount 
Guaranteed wort
 Only 10 min. 
Mos from compost Word. and 
more (Pamele 923-7810 
ABSOLUTELY. ACCURATE,
 AC. 
COUNTABLE for telephoneeo  that 
toots typing that'  tops 
try
 
Tony
 296-2087 SI 50 per page 
double spec. All 
wort  guar. 
offload Trust Tony 296-2087 
Thinks
 
ACADEMIC
 AND PROFESSIONAL 
word processing P J ' word pro-
cessing
 offers quality guaranteed 
work at competitive 
rates 
Experi-
enced in thesis,  term pipers, 
group protects, retumes,  me. 
scripts & letters Located in North 
San
 Jose, only minutes from cam-
pus. Call P J 
at 923-2309 
ACADEMIC 
WORD
 PROCESSING All 
formats I 
group  project. wel-
come Spell check every Urns free 
disk storage Database 
capability
 
Standard & micro cassette 
tran-
scription Word proc 
trng on 
SAMNA  & word perfect 
software Hr. .11-F, 30-5 30 Re-
serve time now for 
your  upcom-
ing 
thesis.
 dissertation or menu-
script Chrystal 923-9461 
A CASH REBATE 
 55 cash discount 
to  
new  customers on reports 10 
pages One page free typing on 
reports 2-9 pages Professional 
typist and skilled
 word processor 
LaserWriter Pius printing 
Pickup  
and delivery Highest quality work 
at student rates - SI 50 peg. Call 
DAYSTAR .1 359-2717 
ACCURACY ALWAYS Profession&
 
results every 
time Theses. pa-
pers. resumes and dissertations 
Serving Evergreen. SSJ & a few 
minutes from 
SJSU Student dis-
count with this ad or ID Call 
(408)224-0852
 
AFFORDABLE
 WORD PROCESSING 
Specializing in resumes,
 term po-
mrs.trenscriptlon No lob too 
smell! Student discounts
 Near 
SJSU Teachers welcome! Office  
Alternatives,  294-2974, 
AMY WILL TYPE 
your paper for only 
SI per page, double spaced 
On 
campus each day or 
pickup
 
Ode
-
livery 
Call
 249-4075,  leave mes-
sage 
A WAY WITH WORDS 
prompt. 5.0. 
rate. literate. B A in history Wang 
Word Promssing, spelling
 errors 
corrected Long manuscripts wel-
come 
Will plck up. deliver Also 
available critical reading, 05515' 
lance on rewriting 
Dan O'Retr 
978-0277 
BARBE'S WORD PROCESSING Ham 
lob will 
process Experienced In 
theses
 manuscripts,  papers, re 
surnes, professional
 back-up 
work 
Rmsoneble  rates Located 
conveniently  Call Bort. at 926-
4370 
BECK SECRETARIAL Student pa-
pers. resumes, business typing 
needs
 word
 processing Willow 
Glen area. Cell ilm 
at 267.6234 
BLOSSOM HILL SANTA TERESA 
AREA 
Fast. mcurste typing and 
word processing available 110.11 
days  week. Limited pick-up
 & 
delivery 385-1012. 
CALL UNDA FOR PROFESSIONAL 
word processing Reports. 
theses,  dieseletions,  group pro-
jects, resumes Guaranteed quick 
return Pen page and hourly 
noes
 
Transcription mailable 
Almaden. 
Brenham
 
area Free disk storage 
Prof 
Steno Typing 
Service
 14081 
264-4504 
Do you have a paper due 
soon'  Does 
It 
need lobe typed, Call today to 
schedule your word processing 
loll Quick 
turner..
 
.curet* 
$2
 ds peg* 993-9260. Word for 
Word Enterprises -5J 
EDITING WORD PROCESSING, 266. 
9448 Emphasis 
on
 correct punc. 
Mellon,
 sentence structure,  end 
formatting iTurablan. APA. etc) 
Former EngliM major, highly
 de-
pendable Willow Glen Area,  easy 
to locate Call Mrs Morton 
(Marsh.)  from 8AM-8PM al 266--
9448 
ENTERPRISE WORD 
PROCESSING  
Term 
papers,  research papers. 
?hems & dissertations (Cempbell, 
Turablan. APA 
3rd ed 
I. 
screen-
pleys, resumes. cover & 
letters. manuscripts (books arti-
cles, short Mae.), transcription 
Free SPEL.CHEK. minor
 
edit (II 
requested),  proof, disc storage 
Student I eculty discounts Oulck 
turnaround 246-5825 
EXCELLENT TYPING SERVICE Term 
papers. theses,  remanent
 disser-
tations. etc for 
students  end lec-
Bloom 
County 
4 5A1411 TAM& AYWIt4'  
wow, FIT /JAW SEMITEN 
HI5 mu". tr coup se 
I* Mr Fr 
SYSTEM OW 
014N aVRWG 
FOR 
(Th 
The Real 
World  
School Daze 
LOOK,
 IF YOU'RE
 NOT A TROLL 
AND 
THS 
IS
 
YOUR
 "HOME", 
WHICH
 
REALTOR
 
SOLO
 /T 
TO
 
YOU?
 
I 
NOW  
WE 
Our  4041 
, 
PAMPERS
 
OCT
 
Isaac Newt 
[ WE 
LAST  
LEFT SPIKE
 
FALLING THROUGH
 
A 
1401F IN 111E LAWN --
Thick Crust 
OKAY
 
EVERYTHING
 
IS 
DON&
 
AS WN6 AS
 
JE 
VDN'T  GET 
ANY AZiE
 
CILSToMEkS,
 
WE
 
ARE 
OLQ:12.\_-IEEE
 
C11 
TIME ' 
fatre  
77/1"
 REPS IffeE
 RtMOREi
 
TV WO A 14455ELOPE 
OW SIPE 
WS
 NONE 
PO 
KV KNOW WHAT 
77iAT 
MEANS  
ITO 
WHY,
 
HERE 
HE
 
COMES  
NOW/
 
vol 
JAKE!
 
PAMPERS
 
6oet,, 
Berke  
Breathed
 
Manuel  Rui, 
/ /PP EllfA.1) 
LA
 TE R 
. 
Wanda Folk 
Hows
 THE
 6REAr
 TU57j 
REALTY 
I50LOAN
 
EGG 
BUSINESS.  
JCARTOAI
 comp° 
guopr
 
To 
 
NoiA  
COCA --
R0401.6
 
lesPERS
 
Goer  
I; A 
Sheila
 Neal 
WHAT
 
I5
 
TuiS! 
I tic 
Kieninger  
I 
DA 
T 
BELIEVE
 
IT 
I 
,) 
I 
KNEW
 
IT 
AEE 
WM
 
AND  
Ate)?
 
THEY 
WENT  
TO
 
KILL
 
THE
 
GUY.  
vi 
1 kno 
ulty We 
elm do tape trsnmrip. 
lion and
 bookkeeping Free dote 
storage Call 245-1769 
EXPO TYPIST"
 Near Leigh & 
Cam-
den Reports term 
moms.  etc 
Editing availidde 
Correctable 
electronic typewriter From 
SI 50 double space pegs Call Bill 
. 1 371.5933  
EXPERIENCED 
SECRETARY  for your 
porsonel legal business,  
word 
processing
 needs Term 
pumas 
reports, 
resumes.
 Code, letters.  
theliall, dissertations. manuals 
All ecadernk formate - APA 
Spelling, prem.., punctuation 
e ssistonce All
 work guaranteed 
Protesslonel,  confidential and 
de 
pendable service et AFFORDA-
BLE RATES. Free disk storage 
Pam.  247-2681 (Santa Clare) See 
SJSU Fell'86 Directory of Classes 
for additional coupon earrings 
NEED THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER 
typed testy Let me 
help!
 Term 
p.
-
pars. letters 
reports,
 theses re-
seer. papers fast and motes-
slomilyl FREE grammar & 
spelling essistande
 Reasonable
 
rates Call Marcie at 2944347  
Classified
 
(work leave message) or 928-1274 
before 
10
 pm 
PROCESS  IT WRITE"
 Faculty and sly
-
dents can rely on .000r ale  
timely production 
of
 newsletters,  
reports,  
resumes,  publications, 
manuscripts,
 correspondence. 
etc 
Will
 aid in grammar spelling. 
puncture... For 
prompt.
 7 day 
response, brave message for 
Pernela
 at (408) 275-6253
 
PROFESSIONAL
 TYPIST -term pipers,
 
theses, etc 
Accurate.  prompt. 
S2 25 dbi spac per 
page Sara-
toga 
ems,
 call Joan
 
at 741-5990 
PUT YOUR WORDS
 In their best per. 
spectIve Experienced proles. 
sional word processing 
papers.
 
these. resumes 
Specialist in 
twhnlui 
scientific protects 
SI 75-53 
page Call Vicki st 281 
3058 
11311 ores 
QUALITY TYPING SERVICE for en 
your typing needs Student rules 
forging 
from Otto S1 75 per page 
Ouick turnaround Disk 
storms 
for
 
30 days Call (408) 
948-4967  
Ask for 
Amend. or !ewe 
message  
on machine 
RELIABLE WORD 
PROCESSING  
DONE at reasonable rates 
with  
quick 
turnaround time Will 
set-up 
& spell check 
all documents 
Call
 
Kelley St 972-2907 
RESUMES, 
COVERLETTERS.  end 
Mminess correspondence Assis-
tance
 with vocabulary, ewellInce 
structure
 end  font if requested 
Call 269-9448  
RESUME & 
TYPING  W. use IBM 
XT
 
COMPUTER Word Ste and letter 
quality printer Resume 05 up 
Typing SI 
5090.double
 space 
One block 
from campus PC. 
COM 404 S 3rd S1 
#2
 comer of 
San
 Salvador 
PC-COM, 295-1606 
SUCCESS
 ENTERPRISE 
PROFES-
SIONAL
 typing & business nr 
ices Fast. reasonable
 & neer uni. 
vervity
 Call (408)252-4047
 
THESES - REPORT
 PAPERS Word 
processing w xtra attention 
to 
detail 52 pg 
for students 53 pg 
for professionals Resumes SIO 
Save 
your work on the IBM PC 
for 
later use Grammar,
 punctuation. 
& 
spellIng chocked  printed - 
in
 
pUblication 
quality Erickson 
Word Processing 377-5293 
TYPING DONE REASONABLE Wm 
Call Patti at 249-5633 
TYPING SERVICE for students and in. 
structors Dependable reliable 
sccurate work Reasonable rates. 
SI 50 pg 
Assignments 
10 pgs 
end over will be accepted 
only 
Call 14081 738-1676. Sunnyvale 
area Long range assignments 
can be submitted by 
well et 
yoor 
remittance 
WORD 
PROCESSING
-RESUMES  the-
sis and 
tem pap's. 
Reasonable
 
retest Quality 
service, able to do 
bold face 
end right 
mergin  tustill-
cation  Call 
2529446 
Not  let from 
SJSU 
WORD
 PROCESSING
 - students
 in-
structors.
 small 
business 
Term  
papers. 
thesis, 
resumes,  
man.  
vets, 
dIsmrttions.  
mass 
mailing
 
spelling check
 etc 
Reasonable  
rates Call K 
& R Desk Top 
Serv-
ices  at 274-7562 
Pick up and 
de-
livery  
available  
ZEE'. 
TYPING  and 
Secreted&  
Serv-
ices 
Fest
 accurate 
work
 
,veil
-
able seven days
  week Located 
in tM Blossom 
Hill Santa Teresa 
an. 
Limited 
pick-up
 and delis
 
ery  Call 
385.1012  
Ad Rates 
Minimum three lines
 on one day 
One 
Day 
3 Lines $3.55
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The  
big
 
spin  
Denise
 Wendler  Daily staff photographer 
Bill \laskik, a graduate sculpture/ce- "throw
 " a vase on 
a kick 
wheel,
 
as
 ju-
ramics 
student,  demonstrates 
how to nior art 
major  Julie Leland 
watches.  
Student trivia team 
to 
take
 on 
faculty  
By
 Scott Hamilton 
Daily staff writer 
Some people take their trivia 
VERY seriously. 
Case in point: 
Two teams are 
scheduled to go 
head
-to -head today at 
noon on the upper pad of 
the Student 
Union in an 
exhibition match of Col-
lege Bowl otherwise known as the 
varsity sport 
of the mind. 
Featuring 
lust 
year's  top 
four 
players and a team representing SJSU 
faculty and staff. tixlay's
 demonstra-
tion is an annual grudge match that 
kicks oft 
each  College 
Bowl season. 
according to Judy Hermann, the 
game's SJSU coordinator. 
With a variety of questions 
tossed  
up for any contestant to answer within 
three seconds, and team questions that 
must be answered in five, the game is 
fast -paced and challenging, Hermann 
said. But you 
don't 
have to he a 
straight -A student to win. 
'What's
 more important 
is
 how 
quick you are.'' she said.
 Some peo-
ple are really really smart, but it takes 
them a few seconds to wait and make 
sure they know an 
answer.
 
"To 
win, 
you
 
has
 
v'
 to 
he 
ready  
to 
answer as your 
name  
is 
heing  
Until Nov. 10. students can sign 
up for this year's competition at the 
Union information desk. Since the 
game is sponsored by the S.U.
 Pro-
gram Board, there is no cost to stu-
dents, Hermann said. 
Sign-ups 
arc
 open
 to 
individuals
 
or 
five
-person
 teams,  allowing for four
 
players 
and one alternate. 
A team representing a variety of 
majors 
usually has an advantage in 
competition. Hermann said. 
This year's competition will 
begin
 on 
Nov   14.  The 
all -day event 
will determine the hest five players at 
SJSU who will advance as an "A-
ster" varsity team to regional play in 
Long Beach next 
February.
 she said. 
From there, the team has a chance 
to progress to sectional and,
 ultima-
tely. national competition, she said. 
As the pride of College Bowl at 
SJSU.
 the varsity team of 1984 made it 
to the finals at Ohio 
State University, 
Hermann said. 
That year the 
game
 was consid-
ered  for national 
television 
syndication  
as a 
weekly
 game show 
hosted  by Pat 
Sajak of "Wheel 01 
Fortune"
 
fame. 
she  
added.  
Although
 the pilot 
was  
not  
syndi-
cated. 
College  Bowl was
 a 
highly  
rated  TV 
show
 in the 
late '50s 
and 
early 
'60's,
 Hermann 
said. 
The 
game  died down
 in the mid - 
'60s. 
It
 made a 
comeback
 about seven
 
years ago 
when
 the
 Association
 of 
College  Unions
 International,
 an orga 
nizatitm
 of more 
than  LIMO 
unions
 
worldwide, 
became 
involved.  
Her-
mann 
said.  
Since
 then. 
College  Bowl
 has 
been 
a 
popular
 event
 each 
year  at 
SJSU. 
and the 
75-80  openings
 alwio.s 
fill 
quickly,
 she said.
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The
 Varsity Sport of the Mind 
COLLEGE
 
BOWL
 
DEMONSTRATION  MATCH 
.% Lli , IX, I 2251 NOON IN I HE S I UDE N UNION UPPER PAD 
VARSITY TEAM 
 ioyer 
Wee.  Sr 
Political  Science 
Mike Schullims, 
Sr
 Physics 
VS. 
FACULTY/STAFF
 TEAM 
Fastman. 
Asst to AVP Wettergreen,  Poetical Science 
Brian
 
Holmes Physics 
Bill McCraw.
 
Political 
Science  
On Campus 
Intramural  
Tournament 
Fri Nov 14 
Sign up your learn 
of 4 
players before Nov 10 
at the 
Student  
Union
 
Informahon
 Center.  
For 
more 
information 
call 
277-9588  or 
277-3228
 
Put your mind 
to it! 
 
 
SJSU 
president
 
asks
 
senate
 
to back San 
Carlos
 
closure
 
Ily 
Frank  Michael
 Russell 
Daily staff writer 
SJSU President Gail Fullerton 
asked the 
Academic
 Senate at its meeting 
Monday  to 
confirm  its support
 on the university's
 
proposal  
Iii
 close 
East  San Carlos 
Street.  
Last 
year,  the 
senate voted 
unanimously  
to 
support
 the 
request. 
"It certainly wouldn't
 hurt if there was 
reaffirmation
 of the 
resolution."  
Fullerton
 
said. 
Fullerton
 and 
Associated  Students 
F'resi 
dent 
Tom  
Boothe,  meanwhile, 
sent a letter
 
on
 
the 
street 
closure
 last week to 
about  1,700 
stu-
dents 
living  in 
the  campus
 area. 
In the letter. 
Boothe  and Fullerton urged 
students
 to sign 
cards and send letters to Vict. 
Mayor Susan 
Hammer, councilwoman for 
the  
downtown
 area, in 
support
 of the proposal. 
"Student  support is vital for this effort," 
[hey 
said  in the 
letter. 
Fullerton and Boothe 
urged students to fill 
out 
and return enclosed cards to the Associated 
Students at collection points
 located in the Din-
ing Commons,
 Clark Library, the
 Student 
Union  
Information  Center and the
 A.S. gov-
ernment
 office. 
The San Jose Planning Commission voted 
5-1 at its Oct. 15 meeting
 to recommend that 
the 
city 
council deny SJSU's
 
request  to 
down-
grade the 
street from "major collector." a 
street that carries  traffic
 between areas of the 
city, to "neighborhood street." 
Two 
campus
-area residents and Grant
 Shi-
mizu. member of the 
commission,  cited the 
closure's  impact on an:a traffic in opposing
 the 
'It
 certainly
 
wouldn't  
hurt  it 
there  
was  a 
reaffirmation
 
of the 
resolution
 . 
. . 
When  
we
 go 
before
 the 
city
 
council,
 it 
would  
be 
extremely
 helpful to 
have
 
people
 
there  in 
support.'  
Gail 
Fullerton,  
 
. . spit
 
president
 
proposal.
 
The 
change  is the
 first step
 in 
eventually
 
seeking
 closure 
of the 
street.
 
The San
 Jose 
City
 
Council 
voted
 in 1985 to 
defer  the decision 
to 
this year's
 general
-plan 
review.
 
The 
city council
 is 
scheduled
 to 
make
 a 
final 
decision  
Nov.
 20 on 
the 
university's
 re-
quest. 
Each 
fall the city 
considers 
changes  in its 
general
 plan, a 
detailed 
description  of 
transpor-
tation
 and land
-use policy
 throughout
 San Jose.
 
Dan 
Buerger,  
executive
 assistant
 to the 
president, 
said Friday
 that he 
was  disappointed
 
that 
Shimizu.  
who  supported
 the 
request
 last 
year. 
"flip-flopped"  on 
the issue 
The 
commission  
initially voted 3-3 on 
the 
street 
downgrade
 in 
1985,
 
then 
voted  to recom-
mend
 deferring 
the decision.
 
It will be 
necessary 
to
 convince 
the  city 
tromemewini,er.
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council  that its important 
that SJSU have a 
physically -integrated 
campus,
 Buerger said. 
San Carlos 
Street
 divides 
buildings
 on the 
north side of 
the  
campus  front 
garages,
 dormi-
tories
 and buildings on the 
south side. 
"When we go before the city 
council,
 it 
would  he extremely
 helpful
 to 
have 
people  
there in support," 
Fullerton said at the senate 
meeting . 
Only 
two  
members,  James 
Beall
 and
 Iola 
Williams.  
of
 the 11 -member
 council have
 pub-
licly expressed support for the 
proposal,  she 
said
 
Hammer's support, though,
 will he crit-
ical
 in 
seeking
 
passage of the 
proposal. 
Boothe
 
said last week.
 
Other members
 of the council 
will  look to 
her for leadership because 
the  street is in her 
district, he said.
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